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GOVERNOR WILLIAM SULZER IS

IMPEACHED

AUGUST 13, 1913.
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STADIUM

MISCONDUCT
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AMERICAN INTERLST RURAL CREDITS NOT
TO BE TACKED ON
TO BE SHOWN

CURRENCY

Bill

SEVENTEEN

DRILL TEAMS COM PROVES STRONG WITNESS FOR SENATOR SMITH'S
REPORT AS PRESIDENT IN LENGTHY STATE.
PETE FOR MAGNIFICENT PRIZES
PROSECUTION IN NATIONALLY
CHAIRMAN OF MEXICO INVESTIMENT PROMISES AID TO FARM-EAT THIRTY-SECONPROMINENT WHITE SLAVE pASE
TRIENNIAL
GATING COMMITTEE PROMISES
SOON BUT URGES IMMEDIGATHERING IN DENVER.
AT SAN FRANCISCO.
SENSATIONS
ATE NEED OF PRESENT ACT

R

NEW YORK EXECUTIVE CHARGED
WITH LARCENY, THE BRIBING OF

WITNESSES AND

U-COM- CI
I

j
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before his impeachment. By her assertion that she had diverted part of
the campaign contributions sent her
husband to private purposes without
his knowledge and used them to purchase stock In Wall street, she has
shorn the articles of impeachment of
many of their terrors friends declare.
The articles of impeachment make
a document of more than 4,000 words.
They are introduced by the formidable
heading: "Articles exhibited by the
assembly of the State of New' York
hi the Name of Themselves and of all
(he People of the State of New York
against William Sulzer, Governor of
said state, In maintenance of the imsuiiai mm ior wuiui ana
corrupt misconduct in his said office,
und for hfeh crimes and misdemean- -

Declaring She Had Abstracted Money
fl

"0,"-UUJC-

From Campaign Funds

S."

The eight articles in substance set
forth:
That Governor Sulzer, in filing his
PROCEEDINGS THUS ROBBED OF TERRORS statement
of campaign expenses, set
forth his entile receipts at $5,460 and
expenditures at $7,724.
That this statement "was false and
of
Some
Her Statements Expected to Draw Teeih of
Charges
intended by him to be false and an
evasion of the statutes of the state."
Against Defendant; Eight Counts of Sensational Indictment
That the affidavit of Sulzer as to
Lay Almost as Many Crimes at Her Husband's Door,
the
correctness of the campaign stateIncluding Interfering With Ihose Who Were Subment was "false and corruptly made
ProstitutCommittee

poenaed by Frawley

and

by him."

ing Office to Affect Stocks

That Sulzer was "guilty of mal,-ancorrupt conduct in office" and guilty
of bribing witnesses.- - The specific
charge is that while the Frawley committee was investigating the goverAlbany, Aug. 13. Governor Sulzer, impeached by the assembly
nor's campaign-accountshe "fraudof the legislature, will resist removal from office, refuse tq, recoginduced three .witnesses to
ulently
nize Lieutenant Governor Glynn as acting governor, and use every
withhold their testimony."
ws..,
weapon In Ms power fo retain offlcerbefore, during and after his
mat me governor was guilty of
trial for impeachment, regardless of the verdict.
suppressing evidence.
Monday, September 22, was this afternoon made a tentative
That the governor was guilty of
selection for the date of trying Governor Sulzer on the impeachand dissauding a witness
"preventing
ment charges. This selection, subject to change, was reached at a
L.
(Frederick
Colwell) from attending
of
the senate,
conference by Senator Wagner, president pro tem
under a subpoena."
and judges of the court of appeals.
That prior to election the governor
j
"I do not Intend to enter Into any physical contest with Mr.
campaign funds "in speculating
said
Governor
Lieutenant
of
jused
Sulzer over the office
governor,"
stocks and thereby stole such
no
be
jin
concerned
will
I
am
as
"As
there
far
afternoon.
this
Glynn
checks and was guilty of larceny."
circus or military maneuvers about occupying the executive chamThat Sulzer threatened to use the
ber. The law Is supreme."
authority and influence in his office to
affect
the vote or political action of
4
certain public offlficers, including two
assemblymen.
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 13. Governor the courts alone would have power to
That he corruptly used his authority
William SUlzer was impeached today deal.
as
governor to affect the prices of seto
a
of
the
Governor Sulzer, according
by the assembly. The action
lower house of the state legislature close friend, already baa drafted, curities on the New York stock exunder the legislation the governor with the advice of his counsel, a let- change in some of which he was specmust vacate his office pending final ter embodying reasons for refusing ulating, on margins or otherwise, recadjudication of the impeachment Is- to turn over his office to Lieutenant ommending and pressing for passage
sues by the Benate and court of ap- Governor Glynn in anticipation of legislation affecting business of the
"by
withdrawing
peals sitting jointly as a trial court. such a demand immediately follow- exchange and
Indications are that ne will contest ing official receipt of the articles or attempting to withdraw from consideration such legislation."
bitterly the theory of the opposition of impeachment bf the senate.
Articles of impeachment against
that he becomes automatically barred
The senate was not expected to meet
Governor Sulzer adopted by the assemfrom exercising the functions of the until in the late afternoon.
were presented to the
office the moment the articles of imOrganization leaders, who had spar- bly early today,
peachment are formally presented to red fdr time all night In the fear that senate late this afternoon and received.
the senate and that he will be dis- their
program of impeachment would
qualified from resuming the duties be wrecked for lack of votes, welcomThe governor's plan of resistance
of executive until the court of imnewcomers to the assembly cham- to the effort to oust him embraces an
ed
peachment fails to sustain these
ber, summoned from New York, dur- appeal to the courts, when such may
charges.
the early hours, and, assured of become necessary, probably through
This afternoon, eight hours after ing
by their presence, started a mandamus proceedings. He intends
victory
the assembly adopted the articles of
of legislation with the adop- to attempt to exercise all the functions
fire
rapid
Impeachment, the governor was "In tion of the
of the governor, including the pardon
impeachment resolution.
consultation with legal advisors In
if desirable, so long as he reemright,
of
articles
impeachment,
the legislative chamber and' has not Long
mains
within the state during the rethe
of
the
findings
Frawley
bracing
announced his Intention.
mainder of his term or until stopped
in'
committee
substance,
investigating
The governor reached the capitol
for presentation in the desk by the courts..; In short Governor Sulshortly after 11 o'clock. He smiled lay ready
of
Democratic
Leader Levy hours "b- zer will refuse to recognize the imcheerily to correspondents who greet- efore
the organization trusted its im- peachment proceedings and may reed him as he mounted the front steps
to a roll call. fuse to appear before the court of imof the capitol and posed good natured-lyfo- r peachment resolution
of
this resolution peachment for trial. He bases his proWith
the
adoption
a battery of camera men.
head-egram chiefly on the ground that the
"It's a fine morning, gentlemen," and the creation of a committee,
assembly had no constitutional right
Mr.
to
the
article,
Levy,
by
prepare
he said.
to consider impeachment at its extra
a
was
recess
taken.
Lieutenant Governor Martin Glynn
ordinary session.
Mr.
went
association
Levy and his
came into Albany from his summer
As a part of his program Governor
to
the
of
through
formality
retiring,
home at Cedar Hill during the forewill continue to issue instrucsent
an
within
Sulzer
and
ofreappear
hour,
noon and' went to his newspaper
fice as usual. He declined to com- the articles to the speaker's desk with tions to state troops and the naval
militia as commander-in-chief- ,
to the
ment on the subject. If Governor a resolution that they be adopted.
A roll call showed the adoption of heads of the various Btate departments
Sulzer is deposed Mr. Glynn will auunder his direction ;id will attempt
the articles fry a vote of 79 to 32.
tomatically take his place.
ac- to occupy the executive chamber daily.
to
was
A
committee
deappointed
state
various
The fact that the
Senator Wagner, president pro tem,
partments and bureaus are divided quaint the senate with the assembly's
of
at
senate
the
the senate, called a meeting of the
the
of
meeting"
in their allegiance to the executive findings
and the democratic, organization that scheduled for 11 o'clock this morning. court of impeachment for Wednesday
In the light of the revelation con- September 18, at noon. He also anIs seeking to depose him stimulates
interest in the complicated situation. tained in Mrs. Sulzer's declaration to nounced that the senate would appoint
The possibility of two men endeavor- Senator Palmer yesterday afternoon, a day for the trial of Governor Sulzer
ing to ;discharge the functions of the Governor Sulzer's friends are inclined "in due time." Both legislative
chief executive at the 'same time sug- today to view the ordeal which con- houses adjourned this afternoon until
gests a chaotic condition with which fronts him with less apprehension than noon Tuesday.
d
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DETROIT

TEAON

INTRODUCED

DISPLAY

AS

HER

WIFE TOKIO

DESIRES

FRIENDSHIP

COMMISSION REPORT PENDING

DECISION

OF ILLICIT LIFE
AT DIAZ NOT WANTED THERE BE- DECEMBER
OF JUDGES WILL NOT DETAILS
SESSION, DECLARES
BE MADE PUBLIC UNTIL THIS
LAID
RENO
BARE BY YOUNG WOCAUSE IT WAS FEARED HIS ADEXECUTIVE, WILL D0UBTLES3
BY
MAN
EVENING AFTER ALL COMMAN-DERIEALMOST OVERCOME
VENT MIGHT SIGNALIZE ANTI- LLEVIATE DIFFICULTY UNDER
HAVE FINISHED.
EMOTION ON WITNESS STAND.
AMERICAN DISPLAYS
WHICH COUNTRYSIDES
LABOR
S

old
13. When
San Francisco, Aug. VS. Marsha
13. Certain
Denver,
Aug.
Washington,
Aug.
Washington, Aug. 13. President
Damascus commandery No. 42, De- Warrington completed on the witness American interests alleged to be con Wilson Issued a
statement before the
troit, marched our. into the spacious stand today her relations with Maury cerned in revolutionary activities In democratic house caucus resumed
parade ground of the conclave sta- I. Digga and the trip to Re20 that re Mexico will be attacked in the report consideration of the administration,
dium, the drill contests. o the Knights sulted in the trial of Diggs, now 1:.' ai the special senate committee which bill today,
announcing that he believin thirty-secontriennial convention progress, under the Mann white slave investigated conditions along the bor- ed it not advisable to- amend the
der. Chairman Smith of Michigan, measure at present with
'began here this morning before 12,000 act
provision
sectators. The Detroit team opened
Having testified yesterday that Diggs chairman, laid an outline today be- for rural credits but to postpone that
the contest with a brief exhibition bought the transportation, it was nec- fore the foreign relations committee, phase of banking reform until the Den
j i
essary for her today to make good the indicating the report would deal par- cember session, when the government
from competition in drilling, the Dam- contention of the government that the ticularly with activities of American commission now studying the subject
ascus commandery team, did not re- - trip was taken, in the language of the representatives of the revolutions and in Europe will have reported1.
ceive markings from the army officers statute,, "for immoral purposes." With the aid they are reported to have reRepresentative A. Mitchell Palmer,
who are actinas judges.
lowered eyes, but without faltering, ceived from the American side bf tiie chairman of the caucus, conferred
border in the Maddro uprising and with the president and was
Woodlawn commandery No. 76, Chi- she confessed her misconduct.
acquaintrevolutions.
succeeding
ed with the contents of the stateshe
where
narrative
her
cago, then opened the formal contestTaking up
A conference between
Preident ment, through which It was hoped to
ing drill, executing movements which left it yesterday at the adjournment
Wilson and the house committee on
persuade
Insurgent demobrought forth ..continued
applause of court, she continued:
crats to abandon their fight for ag
from the walcbehj.
"After arriving In Reno on March foreign affairs will be held soon.
ricultural currency. The president
Bail Set for Brito
Newton commandery No. .1, Newton 10, we had luncheon and then we went
.
On
said:
the
that
charges
representation
Kansas, presented its drill team next to the Riverside hotel, while Digg3
"Again and again during the dis- and had not done with its showing and Caminetti went to a real estate preferred by the Huerta government
cussion
of the currency hill it has
Castillo
Emmanuel
proagainst
Brito,
until after noon. '..
office. They said they were going to
invisional
been
of
that epecial provision
urged
Campeche,
governor
intendIn the following order drill teams rent a bungalow, and that, they
were to appear during the remainder ed to remain in Reno about six volve political crimes;, not extradit- should be made for the facilitation of
able, Attorney General McReynoids such credits as the farmers of the
of the day: Kansas City commandery months.
authorized the United States at- country most stand in need of agho-tl-e has
In
the
No. 10, Kansas City, Mo. ; Raper com"While we were waiting
torney at New Orleans, where Brito ricultural credit as distinguished from
mandery, No. 1, Indianapolis; St.
parlor a man came In and we had is
credits.
being held pending extradition pro- ordinary and commercial
commandery So. 18, St. Louis, some lemonade. I paid for them.
to consent to Brito's release Such proposals were not adopted beMo.: Columbia 9i2tftiM'ty, No. 63, When Diggs and Caminetti returned. ceedings,
on J 10,000 bail.
cause such credits could be only imChVmgo,; ..Mtr'igS Wswaudery No. Digga registered, and we went to a
perfectly .provided t?v in such a
bed'
12, Wichita; "AsJiUxiiaiandery Nol'suite Of jooins." "WS had two
measure.
The ecopejanJ character
Bail
.
Refuses
16, St. Louis, and Detroit commanery roms. a parlor and a bath. Mr. Diggs
Attorney
of the bill, its immediate and chief
No. 1, Detroit
No and I had one room and Caminetti
New Orleans, La., Aug. 13. Although
purpose, could not he made to reach
announcement will be made by the and Lola the other.
Federal Commissioner Browne at 10 as far as the
special interests of the
"The morning after, I wrote a letter o'clock this morning had Attorney farmer
judges until all teams have finished.
require.
Add Templars head and lead to kum home to my family, and so did Lola. General McReynoids'
telegram in
machinery and a distinct
"Special
The greatest drill contest in the his- Diggs said we must not mail them, structing that E. C. Brito be released
system of banking must be provided
tory of Templary began, this morning that they would betray our where- on $10,000 bond, up to 3 o'clock he for if rural credits are to be successin connection with the
abouts. I told him I thought we had had refused to grant bail.
A
fully and adequately supplied.
triennial conclave of the Knights Tem- better go back to Sacramento. He
The commissioner, said he would not government
commission is now in
plar in session here. Seventeen teams told us that if we did we girls the be governed by what the department Europe studying the Interesting and
are entered, and the drilling ill not officers would learn where they the of justice advised, but by his own in
highly successful methods which have
be completed until tomorrow.
men were.
terpretation of the law. He promised been employed1 In several countries
The competitions are being l.eld in
"Diggs paid the bill at the hotel and to state his position late this after- of the o7d world and its report will
a specially built stadium 7io feet long we went out to look at a bungalow. noon.
be made to congress at a regular sesAfter a conference with B. P. sion next winter. It Is confidently
by 404 feet wide, seating approximate-y- q Diggs introduced me to the real estate
Waldo
30,000 people. The arena within agent as his wife. We took, the
of New
Orleans, repre- to be expected that the congress wTfl
the stadium, where the competing
and while we were there we senting Brito, the attorney gen- at that session act on the recommenteams maneuver,- measures rS4 feet were never out of it except at night eral instructed the federal attor- dations of that report and establish
n length by 250 in width
and never father away than around ney not to oppose bail if Brito would a complete and adequate system of
The teams came onto the tiold in the tne .mock. Digg8 cautioned us not to agree not to leave New Orleans and rural credits. There is no subject
would report to the United States more important to the welfare of the
order resulting from the drawinsr ot be seen.
marshal
lots for position, which was done Monevery 24 hours. Waldo ask- industrial development of the United
I
bedroom
front
had
the
and
"Diggs
day night in the presenca of members and Loya and Caminetti the rear room ed for the prisoner's release outright, States; there is no reform in wElcK
but the government held the United I would myself feel It a greater honor
of the drill committee and captains of for the three nights we slept there.
States was under obligations under or privilege to take part, because I
the teams. The results of the contest
arto
came
"When Chief Hillhouse
Mexico a maximum should feel that it was a service to
will not be announced until tomorrow
rest us on the morning of the four- the treaty to give
night, when the prizes will be present- teenth we were still in bed. Diggs of 40 days in which to show that he the whole country of the first magshould be extradited. The Mexican nitude and significance.
It should
ed.
said 'There are the police.'
would be asked to hasten have accompanied and gone hand In
Under the regulations governing
government
"He understood that it was a serious the necessary papers as officials here hand with the reform of our banking
the competition any recognized syssituation
for he told me: 'It's up to are inclined to believe the offenses and
tem of Templar tactics may ba used
currency system if we had been
you girls to keep us out of the peni- were political. According to- reports
tq act wisely and with full
ready
tentiary. Do everything you can to to the government Brito is accused knowledge of what we were about. "
rContinued on Page Four)
shield us.' He told us to Bay that Lola of robbery in that he took state
"There has been too little federal
and I had occupied the front room and money to pay his troops, and of mur- legislation framed to serve the framer
that he and Caminetti had slept in der resulting from a demand that he directly and with a deliberate adjustthe rear room.
TESTIFIES
surrender to the Mexican govern- ment to his real needs. .We long aso
"When the officers came in, Lola ment. A controversy ensued and fell Into the habit of assuming that
BEFORE SENATORS and I went into the bath room to Brito is alleged to have killed a man the farmers of America enjoyed such-dress. When we came out 1 saw Mr. in the melee.
an immense natural advantage over-th- e
Besley with them. I cried. Lola
farmers of the rest of the world,,
cried too. Mr. Besley is an old friend
No
STATEDesired
were so intelligent and so enterprising
MORE
OF MULHALL'S
of the family. He put his arms around '
MENTS DENIED ON STAND BY
Tokio, Aug. 13. The Japanese and so at ease on the incomparable
me and comforted me. He was good
MANUFACTURERS' OFFICERS
press, commenting today on Japan's soils of our great continent that they
to Ixla, too."
reuest of Mexico to postpone the could feed the world and prosper no
-Before concluding ner testimony on visit of General Felix Diaz on account matter what handicaps they carried,
Washington, Aug. 13. Henry T.
Towne of New York, told the senate direct examination Miss Warrington of the absence of the emperor at Nik-k- no matter what disadvantages, wheexpresses the opinion that it was ther of the law or of the natural condilobby committee, today about the for in making admissions concerning her
mation of the National Tariff commis- - relations with Diggs in Reno hid her feared the visit might prove embar- tions.
"We have nol exaggerated their casion association, of which he was pres- - face with her hand and spoke in tones rassing and'was liable to be made the
demonstrabasis of an
ident. Martin If. Mulhall had testified barely audible.
pacity, or their matter of opportunity
Miss Warring-ufacturer- s tion. It was for this reason the visit but have neglected to analyze the burthat the National Association of Man-- j On
was the chief factor in its ton said that she and Miss Norrihad was put off.
densome disadvantages from whidi
I
accompanied Diggs and Caminetti on
they' were suffering and have too oftorganization.
' Torreon Beseiged
en failed to remove them when we dU..
Towne testified that the association trips to various California cities prewas formed at the Indianapolis con- vious to the elopement to Reno.
El Paso, Tex.i Aug. 13. American :se what they were.
g
"Our farmers must have means afMiss Warrington was asked what refugees arriving here from Torreon
vention in 1909 called by Henry
at which 232 commercial or- were the 'last words." Adjurations, declare that when they left there ten forded them of handling; their finanshe answered, not to tell anything days ago the rebels under Carranza cial needs easily and inexpensively.
ganizations were represented.
Former Representative James E. that would Incriminate the writer. had burned Gomez Falio, a suburb They should be furnished these faciliWatson was employed by the associa- As soon as her testimony was con- of Torreon, and that .Torreon had ties before their enterprises languish,
tion in April of 1009 for the congress, cluded cross examination began. The been under siege two weeks. Mexico not afterwards.
"And, they will be. Tlis is our ves- Towne testified in explaining two $500 government expected to produce Miss City dispatches report that the fedoff.
That
to
defense
drove
the
rebels
the
erals
Manufacturers
Norris
the
after
drawn
on
finally
immediately
drafts
was since the Americans left.
had finished with Miss Warrington.
Watson.
(Continued on Pago Five)
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C0UN1T OF SAN MIGUEL GIVEN
MUCH FUBLICITY IN THE EARTH
San
one of
state.
square

Miguel county,

New

ed

ixjco.Js

to beet culture. .The average

yield

lng is fine; the hills are heavily timbered, the camp being located almost
upon the boundaries of the Pecos national forest, and big 'game may be
found within a few miles. There are
hundreds of short trips to surroundings points of interest, which may be
made by foot or horseback. This vast
mountain region, rich in scenic glory,
surounded by the romance and history of the great southwest, is fast
becoming the playground of the American continent.

ALBUQUERQUEAN

AUGUST 13, 1913.

SUICIDES

Albuquerque, Aug. 13. The coroner's jury in the case of Ben Digneo,
who shot himself here Tuesday, yesterday returned a verdict of suicide
while insane.
The deplorable deed was committed in a lonely spot in the sand hills
a short distance northwest of St. Joseph's hospital and occurred shortly
after 11 o'clock. The body was discovered by Louis Saas . and James
Knox, watchman at the hospital, who
heard the shot and who a short time
before had noticed the unfortunate
young man wandering in the vicinity.
Deceased had been in poor health
for some time and had returned only
a day or two ago from California,
where he spent several weeks in the
hope that his condition rtould ImPrior to going to California
prove.
Mr. Digneo had visited Faywood in a
vain search for relief.
Ben H. Digneo was born in Albuquerque 28 years ago and resided
here all his life with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Digneo, who survive him, as does his siter, Mrs. Antony Morelli, of 107 South Walter
street. He was an excellent printer
and was held in high esteem by the
members of the craft in Albuquerque,
where his life was spent. He had
been a member of the mechanical
paper In this
staff on
city since he was old enough to work,
having entered the employment of the
Daily Citizen In 1889, continuing in
the same capacity when that paper
was merged into the Daily Tribune
and Jater the Evening Herald. The
dceed was a member of the Wood men of the WPfM MJ ftJso of Typo-

STATE WINS STEP

1

Interwoven Socks

MOUNDAY

Guaranteed to Wear
All Weights

ACTIONS

All Colors

per :iere is 20 tons.
the largest and richest
93
.INTERWOVEN socks are made by a patentWneat, oats, macaroni wheat, milWith a total area of
let, buckwheat, barley, speltz, field
miles and population of 23,01
ed
process with wonderful wear resisting toe,
EVERY
COUNT
OF PROSECUT.
abaundantly in this soil,
people, it stands second in the list xjea produce
OR'S CLAIMS UPHELD BY SUheel, sole and ankle. No seams, perfect fit
in addition the grain weighs
of counties of the state in assessed
PREME COURT OF KANSAS
All
plants
verage.
garden
and excellent appearance.
valuation. Until six or seven years above'
TOE -- HEEL
wel1- Onions, celery
"VkaWjr
looked
was
rem
do
area
upon,
ago this great
Topeka, Kas. Aug. 13. In opinions
They come in light, medium and heavy
"
NEW YORK LIFE TO
even by its own people, chiefly as and aspa,
rendered today by the Shawnee counJn every
(vorite
weights,
makes'
enablipg you to get just the quality
of
which
grazing country. Great herds
ty district court, judges of both divisV
you wish all colors a"nd black.
cattle and sheep had roamed here un- market
ions sitting, the Kansas blue sky law
MAKE TEST CASE
disturbed for nearly half a century.
By the rare fe"1"'
was
held' constitutional and the court
Finished with a beautiful and permanent
to
bearing;
:w6HT
Aside from a few hundred acres fruit trees can be bi.rs.gM
v
claimed Jurisdiction over the Ameriare
Silk
Lustre which makes them veiy attractiroiiwfw
along the water courses larmed In a while profitable small
can Sugar Manufacturing and Refinhiwithout
ive
in
appearance.
WILL SUE STATE FOR RETURN OF
'desultory way, little attention was duced between the rows,
ing companies of Oklahoma and New
i.
the
of
the
REgrowth
dering
TWO PER CENT TAX ON
No Equal for Wear
given to agriculture.
Mexico, the Consolidated Sugar comSet are
Every Pair Guaranteed
TURNED PREMIUMS
About 1905 enterprising cltizenB of pies, pears, plums and peac.
pany of New Mexico and Don A.
25c
Lisle
Thread,
fruits.
Best Silk, 50c
tree
Las Vegas began to realize that there the principal
MounDay and I D W. MounDay,
Center
Las
supLogical
13.
Vegas,
use
Notice has been
for the great
must he some
SaL'ta Fe, Augi
and agents of the companies,
Las Vegas, the logical center Ol ta'" served on Jacobo Chavez, superintend
for the purpose of appointing a reply of water and the tremendous
area of fertile soil, other than for a great agricultural empire, is located ui ent of insurance for New Mexico, by
ceiver for the defendants and to ultiiloA VaLftdtrw5toro
com- York life Insurance
mere stock range. Thesemen.be-ga- n the banks of the Galllnas river, travan
Issue
New
order
both
mately
ousting
the
to Investigate the water available ersed by the coast line of the Santa
the corporations and the individual
Ht h must repay to the insur- pany
a
aphas
population,
defendants from doing business In the
for Irrigation and the annual rain- Fe railway, and
nny the sum of $954.31 In early days ance comp
destate. Every contention of the state
upon
paid
wpany
fall, and It was not long before they proximately, of 10,000.
on which that c
as a tax on
in the two suits was sustained and Established 1862
wotest
became convinced that there haB this was one of the main stations
under
mand but
South SidePkja
all of the allegations ot the Moun-Day- s
been lying Idle, at their very doors, the old Santa Fe trail.
returned premiums.
to
the
farm
a
rich
of
gr.-is
area
Las
surprise
and their associates in the efVeas
0It
for years, a great
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Don Santiago reservoir, the largest ihe foot of the mountain, is El PorThe automobile registration of the writes P.. W. Hill of Snow Hill, N. C.
of the project, alone is earning more venir hotel, a mountain resort, where
For Sale by all dealers. Adv.
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WOMEN

vain.
With militancy so uppermost
m England, one may well be forgiven
for wondering if this constant advice
to women to "agitate" for what they
want is really prepared to take its
own consequences to the end. If it is,
crystallization of the agitation - into

OPERATE

in

NC ii LONDU

HOSPITAL
NO MALE MEMBERS

ON

STAFF OF

INSTITUTION, WHICH IS PROVING TO BE GREAT SUCCESS
the
Eng., Aug.
AnderGarrett
Mrs.
English doctor,
for
son, opened the New Hospital
It
London,
Road,
Women In Euston
Inwas freely prophesied that women
valids would not trust themselves to
How far from the
women doctors.
fact the prephesy was is shown by
the waiting list of the. South London
Hospital for Women, the second to be
staffed entirely by women. One hundred and eighty women have their
names down for admittance to the
new hospital as soon as beds become
vacant.
While It was bein promoted the new
hospital encountered, of course, all
the kinds of opposition that have been
levelled at women's progress in the
medical profession in England. There
was to be dealt with, for one thing,
Sir Almoth Wright's dictum that It
was Immodest for a woman to be a
d
physician. And the people who argu-ragainst the new hospital on that
ground were the same people, often,
who argued that this reserve which a
woman was accused of forfeiting
when she studied for her medical degree became mere foolish prudery
when It led her to elect a physician of
her own sex. "Not the first time,"
says one commentator, "that highly
commended qualities in women have
changed color merely by,contact with
vested Interests."
Then there was the more subtle and
convincing opposition that took form
bein the argument that
tween the sexes in hospital practice
was a desired ideal. As a theory this
is admitted to sound prepossessing
but the English women doctors have
long been pointing out the obstacles
in the path of the woman doctor who
tries for general hospital work. Only
two of the smaller general hospitals
in London admit women to their hon
orary staffs. One of these is the New
Hospital for Women, already mention
ed, wh'ch was founded in 1S73 and
has ever since been officered exclus
ively by women. The other is the
Roval Free Hospital, which admits
women on its honorary staff In Its
gynecological department only.
Whether in England or elsewhere,
there is a firmly established conviction that for training nothing can take
the place of responsible work in a
great hospital, with its offering of
clinical experience and its interchange
of criticsism and suggestion. Disallowing this training to women and
then pointing out that "there are no
women doctors at the head of the
medical profession" has been popular
in England just as in China it has
been popular to bind women's feet
and then ridicule the women for not
being able to run.
Well, then, came the next sugges-ion- ,
let women, instead of starting
new and Independent institutions, agitate for facilities in the existing institutions. To which the1 answer Is
that they have agitated for years in
London,

13.--

When

such form as the South London Hospital ought to be welcomed, not opposed. Because after people, men or women, have agitated for years they
seem almost inevitably to begin to do
and as direct actiouists, they may be
come constructive or destructive.
In
drawing off to themselves and "starting something" on their own initiative, the English women are construc
tive and are following a course that is
popular with
becoming increasingly
women.
"It is really the best thing for us,'
says a New York woman doctor, "that
us when it
men should
comes to a question of leting us In on
professional and business footings. It
makes us find ourselves. Our tenden
cy is entirely too much to wait for
men to make room for us in the es

tablished and
pkaees
As a matter of fact, men have Been
pretty good about it, but it Is a good
deal to expect of them, and what we
should do is go on and establish and
staff our own institutions. 'The Eng
lish women doctors are on the right
track, the track of the separate effort.
Not that woman's effort, st,(arate
from man's, in any profession, leads
directly to the ultimate goal. What
It does lead to is the woman's selfdevelopment and the forcing of man's
recognition of her facilities and quali
flcations by a record of her achieve
ments. With that recognition once
accomplished, the two sexes can co
operate in the medical or any other
nrofession." the training facilities'
which the hospital will afford to med
leal women as students and post-grauates Is expected to be especially val
uable in view of the increasing, num
ber of women who are being invited
to take up responsible medical posts
abroad and In the colonies.
As the plan for the South London
Hospital for Women has been worked
depart
out, there is an
ment besides the hospital itself. The
former is at Newington Causeway, and
the latter fronts on Clapham Common
at Nightingale Lane. According to the
first estimate, the cost of building and
equipment was to be 20,000, but that
55,000 of
sum promptly swelled to
which
40,000 has already been rais
d

-

d

ed.

The South London Hospital for Wo
men was opened only about a fort
night ago. An Important part of its
scheme is the provision of a number
of private wards for women of small
means, to whom the nursing home, or
a trained nurse in their own homes, is
financially and otherwise impossible
but who do not wish to occupy beds
intended for the very poor in the or
dinary hospital ward. It has been
very generally acknowledged that this
class of patient 1b badly In need of
some such medical provision as that
which they will be able to secure in
the South London Hospital at prices
ranging from $1.25 to $3.75 a week.
Though the woman doctor s pa
tients are drawn from all classes, it is
the working women who most need
her, as has been already demonstrated
in the forty years' experience of the
New Hospital for Women. Patients
will often wait many months In order
to get Into this hospital, where they
can receive women's attention. Within
the year an old woman of seventy-twpresented herself for treatment for an
injury from which she had suffered
for twenty years rather than take the
man doctor into her confidence.
"Please, mum," she said, "I've only
The record of
just heard of the ladies."
"
for last year was
new
7,000, and the total attendance was
24,000.
It is expected that this record
will be duplicated by the South London Hospital.
o
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CUTICURA
SOAP
And Cuticura Ointment. Directions:
Make a parting and rub gently with
Cuticura Ointment. Continue until
whole scalp has been gone over.
Next morning shampoo with. Cuticura Soap. Shampoos alone maybe used as often as agreeable, but
once or twice a month is generally
sufficient for this special treatment
for women's hair.
Cnflcur 8nsp and Ointmfiiit sold ttirouirtinot th
vttftd. Liberal aampleor each mallul free, with 32-- p.
Address "Cuticura," Dept. 6B, Boston.
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HOW THE TROUBLE STARTS
Constipation is the cause of many
nilments and disorders that make life
Take Chamberlain's Tabmiserable.
lets, keep your bowels regular and
you will avoid these diseases. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

SHOULD HAVE PREFERENCE
Outhhert, Ga., Aug. 13. The Georgia
State Agricultural society, the oldest
organization of its kind in the south,
annual meeting
began its
here today with a large and representative attendance. President John T.
Williams called the gathering to order and presided over the opening
sixty-eight-

h

session.
The principal address of the morning was delivered by Dr. David C.
r.arrow, chancellor of the University
of Georgia. Dr. Barrow spoke on the
subject of "The Negro." He expressed

regret at the tendency of the white
man to give foreign laborers employment In preference to the negro. Much
of the south's future, he declared, depends on the white man being able
to make a faithful and efficient worker out of the negro.
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Can Mar Grandeur
This Natural Wonder.
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AGAINST DEMOCRATS
Baltimore, Md., Aug. 13. Whether
the republicans and progressives of
Maryland are to bury the hatchet and
a united front against the
of present
democrats in the coming senator'al
election will probably be determined

definitely at a mass convention of the
and Refresh- leaders of the two parties to be held
Regardless of Hotel
ment Rooms the Falls Retain Their In this city tomorrow.
The present
situation Is filled with. Interesting
Wonderful Impasslveness and
Charm to the Beholder.
possibilities and the result of the
conference will be of Interest and
Buffalo, N. Y. Niagara has been Importance not only in Maryland but
described a thousand times. Dickens in other states where efforts are
did it in masterly fashion. "The first
being made to amalgamate the reeffect," he says, in the course of an
publicans and the progressives. The
eloquent passage, "and the enduring
one instant and lasting of the tre political situation In Maryland Is atmendous spectacle was peace." Oth tracting attention Just now from the
er writers, visiting this celebrated : fact that the new method of electing
pilgrimage-placat later dates, when United States senators by direct vote
hotels and refreshment rooms had al- of the people is to have its first try-ou-t
ready begun to batten upon its fame,
here next November, when a suchave brought away recollections far
cessor
is to be elected to the seat of
from peaceful. The falls, they deSenator
Jackson,, who was appointed
are
not
clare,
spoiled, defiled,
only by
by the governor last year to fill t'ae
the catering for trippers and
but by the electric power unexpired term of Senator Itayner.
houses and factories which have The election will be given added sig
grown up around the gorge. Wheth nificance by the fact that It will be
er these severely utilitarian, but none the
first test of public sentiment
the less interesting, erections are a
since
the advent of the democratic
defilement or sot is debatable: one
national
administration. Of late years
is
can
never
thing
certain, Niagara
be "spoiled."
It is one of the two Maryland has been a close state politsupremely majestic natural wonders ically, though it used to be recognized
of the world, one of the few show as a democratic stronghold. Last year
sights which must always Justify their the democrats won an easy victory
reputation. Perch a cheap eating- because about half the men who had
house on the very brim of the falls,
and the falls would remain magnifi been voting the republican ticket
supported the progressive party. Uncent Probably the eating-house- ,
veiled in drifting spray, overhung by til recently it was the belief that
frail rainbows and shaken by the three tickets would be put in the
thunder of the cataract, would have field this fall and that, in conseits banality turned into some strange quence the result would be the same
effect of subtle loveliness. Even if its
as last November, namely, an easy
ugliness were unassailable, it could
innot, by its presence, make the falls democratic victory. But with the
of the movement to reunite
ception
ugly.
A short distance below the falls an the republicans and progressives the
iron bridge leaps the gulf from Amer- situation took on a different turn. A
ica to Canada. For myself, I happen straightout fight between the demoto think the bridge an object ex- crats and their
opponents will mean
hibiting real beauty, in its curve and an even and hard
fought battle. It
in its pattern; but apart from such
Is settled that the democrats, whopersonal prejudice, no one can deny
that the falls, weaving a tremendous ever their nominee for senator may
gauze of vapor athwart the rigid spi be, will ask the voters of the state
der s web of metal, do Indeed beautify to support the democratic party on
It and throw round its arch a glamour the
ground that the Wilson adminis
tration is a success. Naturally there
is the keenest sort of interest as to
what the attitude of the republican
opposition will be toward the tariff,
banking and currency, and other re
forms advocated by the Wilson ad
ministration. A joint committee made
up of leaders of the republican and
A
v - t
progressive, parties has prepared a
declaration of principles to be subIII
mitted to the mass convention tomorrow.
The platfprm confines itself
largely to stafe'Oiies,,,on which the
two parties are expected to agree
without much difficulty. In regard
to national questions the platform in.
dorses nearly all of the Important
reforms adovcated1 by the national
progressive party, with the exception
of the recall of judicial decisions.
e

honey-moouer-
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$100 REWARD $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
ing a constitutional disease requires a
constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure s taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in Its
curative powers that they offer One
View of Niagara Falls.
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
which it would otherwise lack. Even fails to cure. Send for list of testithe
power houses down monials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tolthe gorge are not unplctorial In certain lights. They rise against the sky edo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists 75c.
on the cliff summit like fantastic modTake Hall's Family Pills for constipern renderings of mediaeval fortresses of barons' burgs on the Rhine: ation. Adv.
capitalistic robbers' castles, as mayGUARDING THE CZARVITCH
be some Indignant critic would name
St. Petersburg, Aug. 13. The little
them, enthroned to plunder both nature and man.
Grand Duke Alexis, only son of the
Nobody, I conceive, can screw up czar and heir to the throne of Rusmuch admiration for the trippery and
sia, entered upon his tenth year to
parasitic portion of the town of Ni
day,
having been born at Peterhof.
too
The
odor
Falls
its
itself.
of
agara
In celebration of
12, 1904.
August
restaurants,
blatantly
hospitable
greeting the newcomer on his emerg- the anniversary flags were displayed
ence from the railway station exit, the everywhere today and the usual sal
of its gramophones and oth- utes were fired at all the naval and
er musical entertainments, are abomstations throughout the
inable; but these offenses are kept at military
a proper distance by the park reserIt is safe to assert that no other
vation which surrounds the actual waterfall. One the platform which boy in the world is guarded so assiduoverhangs the American fall one can ously against lurking perils as is the
be alone; and, indeed, I imagined that Grand Duke Alexis. Recent rumors
the most sociable soul would here deof renewed activity on the part of the
sire solitude. For, without , wishing
to indulge In any false rhetoric, one Nihilists and terrorists have caused
cannot but describe this spot, with all increased precautions to be taken for
due reverence, as a place of worship. the safety of the imperial heir. From
The view which the eye encounters is the moment he arises in the morning
overwhelmingly impressive, and the until he retires at night his every
roar which beats upon the ear contrib- movement is watched over
by trusted
utes superbly to that impresslveness.
of
His
soldiers.
bodyguard,
composed
Outspread before the spectator is the
sumptuous panorama of crushing 50 of the most loyal and trusted Cosliquid, flinging itself In a kind of ag sacks, remains with him at all times.
ony of struggle to the brink, and then In the school room, in the play room
by coutrast, almost serenely sink and in all other chambers of the palthe drop ace
ing sheet, upon sheet-dow-n
frequented by the grand duke the
into the cauldron whose depths are
are to be seen standing like
soldiers
concealed by veering, billowing steam.
statues. When the boy is taken Into
Wants Wedding Presents Returned. the great garden to romp and play,
Blairstown, N. J. The will of Mrs. the gates are guarded by sentinels, and
W. E. Burt filed here requests that all none may enter without the password.
the presents received by her at her
marriage be returned to the donors.
Subscribe for The Optic.
much-abuse-

rag-tim- e
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Uriankhai at One Time Dwelled In Siberia, but Have Been Driven to
China by Russians.

.

.

JOHN EVER.S

THE GAMEST PLAYER IN BASEB ALL

The Uriankhai are a poor,
By F, C Lane In Baseball Magazine
tribe, who have been driven into
the recesses of one of the most difficult and remote regions ofvAsia by
John Evers is through. The great given him the epithet of the Human
stronger advancing hordes of Tartars
and Siberian Russians. They used to Cub second baseman has played his Crab. There is no doubt in the world
dwell in better lands on the Siberian last game. The daily press of the that he is a bit
crabbed at times, and
side, but now they are all within the
of 1911 was filled with he admits It "When things go wrong
Chinese empire in the peculiar mountain-the above refrain. Evers the peerless it's my nature to kick," he says. "I
locked
basin around the sources
would electrify the bleachers no more. may be wrong nine cases out of
of the Yenisei.
ten,
seasons of continual service, but, perhaps I am, but I can't stand it to
Nine
The existence of these people In
this region Is peculiar, says the Wide above all, the crushing weight of the see things going baa, and I have to
World Magazine. Long, long ago there misfortunes which had overwhelmed say
something about it But wbal I
there was a race of people who in- him the past autumn and winter, with don't understand is
this: a man can
habited the banks of the Yenisei in Si- mental and
were a bur be cross and excitable In any other
physical
ills,
beria, who tilled the soil and worked den that even his
elastic spirits could business, and no one thinks anything
metals. They made stone implements
until they learned how to make bronze not hope to throw off. His modest about it. The manager of a big busiones, and later they attained to the fortune, the fruits of years of patient ness is out of sorts because things
knowledge of iron. They covered the effort, swept away, his health shat- are going wrong, but nobody is surland with gigantic gravel-moundthe tered by the accumulation of trouble, prised and
semi-nomad-

mid-seaso-

of their chiefs;

nobody call him a crab;

drew

his broken leg offering scant hope it is only the ball
they
players or manapictures on the rocks, and wrote their to future return to speed, all com
gers who are crabs. Personally, I try
strange picture language, thereby giv bined' to make the outlook
for this to be a human being. Perhaps I don't
ing us a clew to their identity and
of
one
gamest
of
insoluble
sportsmen,
us
to
know
about
always succeed, but I aim to.
helping
something
If ever a player's sun had
gloom.
them.
"I have been criticised a good deal
Hordes of men from the south, how set in the shadow of unmerited failure for the trouble I used to have with
ever, drove them out of this good land, that was Evers' situation in Jlfiy of the
umpires. Now this isn't always
burial-place- s

.

and they retreated to the far north
where they still exist. They live there
in a bleak land of tundra, within the
Arctic circle, and are called Samoyeds
primitive people who have returned
almost to the status of the stone age.
But a portion of the tribe remained
for a time, and gradually retreated far
ther Into the inaccessible forests to
the south and east, where we now
find the remnant in the remote corners of the Upper Yenisei basin.
These are the Uriankhai, the forest- dwellers or, as some call them, "the
wild Uriankut."
Outside food, birchbark and reindeer skin are their sole
necessities. Theirs is indeed the sim

that year.
the player's fault by any means. I
"Pie might have played a year or admit that the
umpires are usually
so longer if these
troubles hadn't right, but I am not going to say they
come upon him," conceded the press. are
always right, for If I did I would
"But in any event he was nearly admit that
they were not" human, bethrough. As it was, there could be ings at all. Now in a close game,
no possible doubt of it." He was a where there is a
good deal at stake
great Player. Let his name be written and a player has what he considers
in the imperishable records of the a wrong decision made on
him, it isn't
game. He was a great player, but reasonable to think he is not
going
as for the future or ror the presunl to say
anything, about It. The um
no
more.
say
Evers, the brains of pire ought to expect a kick, and some
the Cub machine, would be the life of them do. That is
why I consider
of their grand old infield no longer, Hank
O'Day the best umpire in the
Evers was through.
business. He makes allowances for
ple life!
So it looked to the most unpreju- a man. He
knows that a player is
diced. Then Evers was but a cog in
laboring under great excitement, and
CAUSE OF CHILD'S MISTRUST the
great machine that chance, the that if he cooled off a bit and thought
Peerless Leader, had so long led to about it he wouldn't
say what he is
Many Mothers Fail to Give Babes Sat- victory.
Chance was as secure iu saying, so Hank
a man soma
gives
isfactory Answer When Queshis position as John McGraw or Conleeway and doesn't get excited unless
tioned About Command.
nie Mack. He was an integral part a player exceeds bounds..
The obedience of children Is often of the club. Evers was hopelessly
"As for the Chicago club, it is a
made difficult by parental uncertainty, out of it.
strong club; but I miss Tinker. That
All this was but two snort years is no discredit to
It
says the Ladies Home Journal.
Bridewell, a great
is sometimes forgotten that obedience ago and now, Evers having
played player and a fine fellow. But a shortis a virtue for which the
the grandest ball of his own brilliant stop even better than Tinker wouldn't
of two persons is essential;
one to
career, having once more shone forth be as good as having Tinker there.
give the orders, the other to carry
them out The initial condition 1b a as the greatest of second basemen, )s We played together so long that I
shoes.
The should alway be sure Just what
Judicious, firm and well considered Installed In Chance's
giving of orders. Nothing is so de- peerless leader leaves Chicago. It is moves Tinker was going to make an.1
moralizing to workmen or soldiers as Evers the has been, Evers the des- be prepared for them. A new man,
a series of hasty, unadvised and conpondent, the hopeless, who Is given however good, whom I have not play:
tradictory commands. With all the Tinker and Sheckard and Mordecal ed with so
long, would not be worth
willingness in the world the sense of Tinker
and Shekard and Mordecai so much to me as Tinker
distrust which Is thus awakened sugBrown and Chance all gone from the
"We used to get along. Tinker aud
gests disobedience.
The trouble with many children who fold, his own future handicapped by I, pretty well in spite of all the talk
seem not to know how to obey Is that the unpopularity of Murphy, his own about our differences.
I remember
their parents do not know how to personality and failings criticised In the
year we won the championship
command. The orders are given has- and
exaggerated, foredoomed to fail- of Chicago from the WMte Sox we riad
tily and changed readily on petition. ure, Evers leads the shattered Cubs
gone the entire season without speakEven an unwillingness to obey is
made sufficient reason for withdraw- once more to victor, lifts them by ing to each other. We were all gathing the injunction. Some of the dis- his nerve and daring and indomitable ered' together in a place In 'Chicago
cipline of young children Is as fool- courage into third place, the position celebrating the event. I wag with
ish as the mother who says In an they occupied when Chance retired, some of my friends at one end of
the
swer to the question "Why?" ."Be- and Holds them
today where they bar; Tinker was with his friends at
cause! And you know, Johnny, that have been
for seve;i years, formid- the other. Someone suggested that
when mother says 'Because' she al
able
contenders
for the pennant, still they bring us together. So we comways means 'Because!'"
The child
quickly perceives that the parental within striking distance of the flag. promised. I came half the distance
The passing of Evers was one of and he came half the distance, and
discipline has no more sense in it than
that The disobedience which ensues the tragedies of baseball, a dark we shook hands in tie center. We
Is a fair expression of distrust Obe
chapter of the conflicting business in- talked things over and had a very
dience begins with respect But re terests wherein the
innocent, as usual pleasant time, but the next season
spect Is forfeited when It is made bore all the' brunt. But Evers'
return, we hadn't gone very far before we
plain that the commands are not intel- his
phenomenal success, his battle were playing at the same old gait We
ligently given.
with obstacles that seemed
could get along better without being
is the most striking ox- - openly friendly, but I miss Tinker all
Who Is Responsible?
of pure grit, or sheer determ- the same."
Glady's had been naughty, so naugh ample
Evers does not look like a hall
ty, in fact, that her mother was forced ination, of gameness agave, all comto have recourse to the time honored pare that baseball affords.
player. There i nothing athletic in
and only effective remedy in such
Evers' excessive scrappiness has his appearance. His complexion is
cases.
wan and unhealthy. His eyes have
This operation being successfully
that weary look which comes from
but painfully completed, the little girl
tired nerves. He is not nuilt for an
sank into her mother's lap disconso- Louie
Gut
athlete.
There are many fallacies
lately.
extant about Evers. He is supposed
"Mamma," she sobbed, "did gran'ma
Poison Ivy to be rather short. As a matter of
spank you when you was small?"
"Yes, dear; when I was naughty
fact he Is tall, standing full five feet
"Oh!"
ten and a half inches In
.But '
A minute's pause, then:
Keep Your Blood Pure and he is thin, far too much height.
eo
for
the
"And did her mother," continued
will be
Danger
build of an athlete. He weighs
proper
Gladys, "spank her?"
Avoided.
but 130 pounds; that is his normal
"Year, dear."
"And was she spanked, too, when
weight, and he seldom ever exceeds
she was naughty?"
it But mere bone and muscle does
"Yes."
not enter into his case. It Is the
Gladys gave a sigh of despair.
fire of enthusiasm
that
"Then who dM start the silly cusnerves him to do the great things he
tom." Answers, London.
has done. He plays on nerve. His
wiry frame is capable of standing a
Primrose for Memory,
world of fatigue; but, after all, It is
The primrose of old was credited
gameness that knows no barrier, no
with a medicinal as well as a superlimit, that he works on. Evers is a
stitious value. Even now in some
player whom sheer determination,
country parts a decoction of primrose
All Dlood Disorder ore Knocked Out dogged perseverance, grit and sand
leaves is supposed to restore a failing
by S. S. S.
memory, and in 1654, when Culpeper
have made great.
wrote his London Dispensatory, the
The unpopularity of Charles MurStrolling: through the woods or clearprimrose was regarded as an almost ing brush, picnickers, hunters, fisherreacted to some, extent on
universal panacea, ' curing "convul- men look out for poison ivy. And in phy have
the meantime keep your blood pure by Evers. "Chance and Tinker may not
sions, falling sickness; palsies, etc.," using: S. S. S. If
your skin is rough be sore at me," said Ever at the beand strengthening "the brain, senses with eczema, pimples
or any other
and memory exceedingly." And even eruption, S. S. S. stimulates the fine ginning of the season, "but they are
the healthy did not disdain to eat network of blood vessels in the skin to sore at Murphy, and what they have
up and heal all sore spots,
it, for primrose pastry was once a dry
S. S. S. will do this positively.
It said reflects on the club and hurts
popular Lancashire delicacy. London dominates the principle of osmosis, me whether they have meant it for
stimulates the cells of the skin to select
Chronicle.
their own nutriment from the blood, me or not. I have said nothing about
made pure and healing by the wonder- them or their clubs, and don't thiak
ful medicinal ingredients of this faArchitectural Nondescripts.
mous
purifier. It is a safe rem- they have any call to eay anything
It is the strangest thing that while edy, asblood
It contains no minerals, and yet either."
churches, museums and the finest Its action is a marvel.
YOu can get S. S. S. In
civic buildings are all more or less
any drug
but insist upon having it. The
true to type, there Is yet no finally store,
Swift Laboratory in Atlanta, Ga., preaccepted type for a shop. Were it not pares this famous blood purifier, and Constipation is the starttnp; point
for their name plates and their plate-glas- you should take no chance by permit- for many serious1 diseases. To be healwindows there would be nothing ting anyone to recommend a substi- thy keep the bowels aetiva ftnl regu
tute. And if your blood condition is lar. HERBINB will reraova nil accum
characteristic about most of them. such that
you would like to consult a
a
are
Architecturally they
nondescript specialist freely, address the Medical ulations in the bowel and put the b"?The
Swirt Specific Company, 186 tem in prime condition. Price eoc
Dept..
expressing nothing.
Swift Blfl., Atlanta, Ua.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
unsur-mountabl-
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accumulates'and which takes cumulative ffect, like the green apples we
used to eat when we were Wds. A
few did us no harm but Gosh! what
we ate too many? We
happened-whehad to go to bed. Well, when these articles have appeared a few hundred
times, more or less, the people who
read them will Just have to come to
Las Vegas. They will have to come
just like we used to have to go iq
the doctor.
Secretary Stark deserves great credit .for thi$ well written article, whicii
is reproduced elsewhere. It is
work of the rght sort. Not
many men will find the time n do
work of ..this, kind which finds its only
reward In the obseravtion of the good
it does for the community. Mr. Stark
did find it. Thanks are due to him.
'
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After repeating the question many
times, we have at last secured,
weary
Dally, by Mall
in a somewhat roundabout way, an
One Year
...$6.00
of that etory about the
3.00 explanation
Six Months
assessors 'holding up funds handled
by them in lieu of salaries which are
not paid.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
The New Mexican is the dandy lit
GROYVER
tle
explainer this time. Instead of
.$2.00
One Year
1.00 stating that the figures in the first
Blx Months
story of the string were taken from
the reports of the assessors them(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip selves, as that ttory stated, it now
tions.)
claims, that they were taken from
Remit by draft, check or money or- the reports ol the treasurers.
The
der. If sent otherwise we will not explanatory article, which is run in
be responsible for loss.
apparent answer to the Clayton Citi
Specimen copies free on applica- zen, intimates that the amounts in
'
tion.
question were paid over to the assessors by the county commissioners.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT But
it does not say that. Maybe
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
that's too far for the old N. Mex. to
PAID FOR
back up.
The N. Mex. also attempts to take
Advertisers are guaranteed the
behind the statement in the
refuge
largest dally and weekly circulation
article that "Of course there
of any newspaper In northern New original
some of the
Is a possibility . that
Mexico.
amounts mentioned below might have
been paid to former assessors for
back collections, etc."
TELEPHONES
This, in the original article, did
Business Office
Main 2
News Department
Main 9 not look to us as very strongly qualifying its apparent intent to disparthe assessors, regaratess of their
age
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1913.
politics. , It now seems that the N.
Mex. printed this story to justify the
SULZEll'S CAKEEIi
stand taken by Governor McDonald.
O most versatile paper,
Governor Sulzer has admitted that Since when,
Mex. forsaken its policy of
N,
the
has
lie diverted to private use some of
or the governor his
the funds which were contributed for progressiveness,
democracy?
his campaign expenses.
Thn N Mex. has explained. But it
Governor Sulzer, it will be remem
is a lame and halting explanation
bered, persistently took the stand in
we would like to know how it
lis campaign that he was a poor man Also,
off wrong in the first place.
Ha declared that he! carried Ma "cam-- got
i
o
;
pain committee under his hat" He as
serted that he had no need of a com'
CAUSES OF MEXICO'S
mittee to handle his
UNKEST
campaign.
r
Throughout the fight for election he
Throughout the fight for election he
Of course, this condition of affairs
made a soap-bocampaign.
necessarily was the Cause of much sup
Now cornea evidence that he had
pressed resentment In the different
at about the time of his election debit Hfnton Th a vnuneer Generation of
accounts at different brokers' offices Mexicans growing up and being im
that at times totalled $50,000. He de bued with more democratic ideas; the
nies that he gambled In the stock mar 30 per cent population gaining more
ket with campaign contributions, but or less education though the some
since he admits their use for private what widely' distributed, though of
ends temporarily diverted la the way course more or less defective school
the statement puts it the end Is prac system; the circulation of newspapers
tically the same.
throughout the country; the engaging
Governor Sulzer declared that lie by large numbers of the population in
was traveling in the "Street Called nbor generally for Americans upon
Straight," to borrow a term from a pop-lda-r railroads, electric roads, electric light
novel, and that he expected to and power plants, mines, etc., where
continue to do so until he had reach- they could appreciate the difference
ed the executive mansion. Did he in the treatment received at the hands
maTie a mental reservation that after of the American and Mexican employ
Ae got there he would do otherwise?
er; the annual exodus of tens of thou
"Governor Sulzer can be classed in sands of workingmen from Mexico to
the genus "reformer". He is inde.id the United States, where they con- a typical reformer. Holiness was hisStituted and yet constitute the work- plea. He was for the common people I ing force on the railroad sections from
in all his talks. He was a friend of El Paso to San Francisco, and through
the poor. He was working for "uplift.'' the state of Texas on the Texas Pa
Has the Investigation recently carried cific and Southern Pacific, and north
on shown It? We think It has not. on the Rock Island and Santa Fe; the
We think that his case has been typic- employment of these men in the beet
al of those who pleaded the "holler sugar fields in Colorado, and in the
cotton fields of Texas and Louisiana;
than thou" doctrine.
His admission that he has diverted the emigration of this class in their
campaign contributions to a privte broad brimmed straw hats with their
end condemns, him, for. a. breach .of bare feet only protected by the san
trust. In fact, his having a campaign dal, with all their little belongings
comittee was a direct contradiction of tied in a cotton rag; their annual re
Jiia talks, when he claimed that he turn in American clothes, in American
was his own campaign committee find shoes, and with a valise holding their
needed no help. His whole case empha surplus clothing; all such Influences
doctrine that have for years molded the middle
sizes the long-crie- d
too
great a claim to class and the few Indians who have
those who made
"holiness were those most in need of felt them, into different beings from
It. He should be commiserated rather the Peons, Pelados, or Indians whom
than condemned for his failure to up- Diaz knew, in 1876 Senator A. B.
hold the principles he has preached Fall in Leslie's.
$7.60
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Every community in the
annthwAst. is hungry for pUDUcny
v nt them iret it: mainly because
after it
hey do not know how to go
Vfieas is among those who uo.
CommerSecretary W. H. Stark of the
cial club is responsible for an excellent article in The Earth for this
of
wffk. This article is publicity
bring
ihe most desirable sort. It may
but it
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New Mexico Senator A. B. Fall is

take a fall out of someone yet
apt
before he gets through with that Mex
ico question. Farmlngton Enterprise,
to"

o

a

'And now California is blaming her

freak legislation on the fact that
vote there. If this suffrage thing
keeps on growing it will not be a
long time before the female legislblaming freak legislaature will
tion ou the men.
mo-me- n

tJ

New York, Aug. 13. The tone of
today's early market suggested the
thought that yesterday's price rise
was almost too rapid to be Jong maintained. Initial quotations showed
some irregularity, despite the encouragement received from London, whose
own market was described as buoyant, Steel making a new high price
for the movement, with very extensive dealings.
Union Pacific, Amalgamated and
Reading reflected renewed inquiry at
pronounced advances.
Some skepticism attached to substantial advances in various issues of
minor speculative importance. The
frequent periods of dullness were in
striking contrast of yesterday's high
pressure.
Bonds were steady. Southern Paci
fic, which had lagged in the week's
advance, suddenly turned strong in
the face of active jselfcfijj elsewhere.
The price mounted nearly 2 points,
while Steel lost i and other leaders
a point. Trading lost much of its
early vim when the market reacted.
Southern Pacific continued to claim
the market's attention in the later
trading, scoring a further advance to
the beneficial certificates
94, towhile
95. Union Pacific benefited
rose
by thb rise in these Issues, selling at
Its best prices of the day, while the
balance of the list stiffened material-

POEM

IN CONCLAVE

Dead!

Breathes there a man with soul so
dead
Who never to himself hath said:
My trade of late Is getting bad';
ad."
I'll try another.
If such there be, go mark him well,
For him no bank account shall swell,
No angels watch the golden stair To welcome home the millionaire.
The man who never asks for trade
By local line or ad displayed,
Cares more for rest than worldly gain
And patronage but gives him pain.
Tread lightly, friends; let no rude
sound
Disturb his solitude profound;,
Here let him lie in calm repose
Unsought except by men he owes,
And when he dies, go plant him deep,
That naught may break his dreamless
sleep
Where no rude clamor may dispel
The quiet that he loved so well.
And when the world may know its
loss,
Place on his grave a wreath of moss,
And on the stone above, "Here lies
A chump who wouldn't advertise."
.

AFTEK MANY DAYS,

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

KNIGHTS MANEUVER

STADIUM
(Continued

From Page One.)

The points on which
each commandery will be marked and
the maximum rating on each follow:
General appearance ........15 points
15 points
Marching and cadence
15 points
Alignments
..15 points
Wheelings
15 points
Sword manual
5 points
Facings
5 points
Oblique movements
5 points
Flank movements
15
movements.
points
Templar display
in the drill.

reeJly

a great deal of satisfaction
in knowing that you cdn
keep cool and comfortable
during the S u m m e r
months by using some of
the convenient Electrical
Appliances.

'

100

Total
points
The drill teams entered follow:
Chicago Commandery No. 19,

St. Bernard Commandery, No.
Chicago.
No.-Englewood Commailery
Chicago.
Anonymous.
Columbia Commandery No. 63,
o
cago.
Our idea of a cold shoulder is the
Woodlawn Commandery No. 76,
neck when they have chicken at our
cago.

TKeref is

35,
59,

Chi
Chi

The Electric Coffee Percolator enables you
to brew coffee quickly and easily, coffee that
retains all the exquisite, delicious aroma,
the savory taste and the real goodness of
the coffee bean.
...

With the Electric Bread Toaster, appetizing
toast is conveniently prepared right on your
dining room table.
,

ly.

boarding house.

Joliet Commandery No. 4, Joliet, 111.
The market closed irregular. Stocks
o
Ivanhoe Commandery No. 24, Mil were sold on all rallies and the marAnd after all maybe the czarina does waukee.
ket reached successively lower levels
more of the real bossing of all the
Raper Commandery No. 1, Indiana until Union Pacific, Steel, Southern
Russias than the czar.
polis.
Pacific and other stocks ruled a point
f
Columbia Commandery No. 2, Wash or more below
tjieir best figure. WabThe Italian general strike is a fail ington, D. C.
ash preferred which had been excepNo. 35.
ure, it is generally aumiuea mere.
Gethsemane Commandery
tionally strong, fell over 2 points.
Has the day of the general strike Newton, Mass.
The last sales were:
ended?
Ascalon Commandery No. 16, St
74
Amalgamated Copper
Louis.
111
American Sugar
And now some of the wise ones in
St. Aldemar Commandery No. 18, Atchison
98
Washington think that Henry Lane St. Louis.
113
Northern Pacific
Wilson was a factor in Mexican poOriental Commandery No. 35, Kan Reading
161
.
litics. Next!
sas City. '
93
Southern Pacific
o
Mount Olivet Commandery No. 12, Union Pacific
154
Is that painter who entered the Wichita, Kan.
65
United States Steel'.-.- :
No.
unarmed
Newton
New
9,
and
naked
woods
Kansas
Commandery
108
United States Steel, pfd
out for publicity or is he just trying a ton, Kan.
California Commandery No. 1, San
new kind of mosquito dope?
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
o
Francisco.
Chicago, Aug. 13. Rising temperaKansas City Commandery No. 10, ture southwest and drought relief in
Albuquerque citizens are squabbling
over paving certain of their down- Kansas City.
sight took the corn market today to
The first prize is a
a
sterling a higher level. December started at
town streets. They do not know
and ladle, with 30 67
silver punch-bow- l
cent up
to 67, unchanged to
good thing when they see it.
silver drinking cups. The cups repre- and rose to 67. The close was steasent the 30 constituent coromandertes dy at 68
for December, a net gain
A remarkable character is Charles
in Colorado, each bearing the name of
.
F. Lummis. the archaeologist, who,
of a commandery and Its number. The
Stronger cables and Canadian rethough practically blind, continues his bowl is
engraved withamous scenes ports of unfavorable weather developstudies of the past and its people.
in Colorado and bears 'the seal of the ed bullish sentiment regarding wheat.
o
grand commandery of Colorado in col December, which opened at a shade to
Why cannot Las Vegas have those
enamels. The handles are crest
ored
to 90, climbed to
hereior
up, at 89
train loads of Templars stop
with knights' helmets and shields.
The closqwas firm with Decema few minutes? We have just as ed
90.
also bear the seal in en ber
cent net higher at 909O.
much to show them as has Albuquer- The cups
amel. The ladle has the seal support
a
oats was a shade to
and
December
hour
an
que, where they stop
ed by a passion cross, all being em
to 44
off at the outset at 44
half.
blems of Templarv. The engravin? and touched 44, but rallied to 44
.
o
has
the
5
signifying
victory,
laurel,
were
the,
transactions
First
provisions
And now they are printing stories
oak leaves and branches for strength to 1012
cents lower with January
about men who were kicked into pros- and the
grape for good fellowship.
as follows: Pork $18.85; lard
options
some
that
mighty
We
suspect
perity.
The second prize is a sterling silver $10.55; ribs
$9.97. The closing
well known names would be included
cup, 30 inches high, engraved quotations were as follows:
loving
if those of all that class were com
with Colorado scenes. Its cover is a
December
Wheat, September
piled.
mounted knight.
90; May 94.
--o
The third prize is a parlor grand
Corn, September
Sul
41; December
Between lectures on music-artfourth and fifth prizes
the
and
piano,
May
47.
44;
zer investigations, the Mexican situa
are silver loving cups.
tion, the corn shortage, drought in
The value of the prizes are $5,000, esses
Kansas and the Diggs trial for white
$2,500, $1,200, $1,000 and $750.
Some of Our
slaving, we still find time to note that
Each member, regular and substi
a volcano in Bering Sea, is again acwill
team
competing
Every Day
tute, of every drill
tive.
receive a handsome souvenir passion
Bargains
o
cross 4 by 3
Inches, cast in bronze
For those interested, we will state and beautifully engraved and bearing
Best
that the latest frippery in feminine the emblem of the grand encampment,
footwear is a shoe that has stripes the seal of the grand commandery of
27 nch
going round and round it, from side Colorado ,a mounted knight and inToile
Du Nord
to side. This will be followed by the scribed with the date of the conclave.
Dress Ginghams
"zebra zephyr" in our new category The inscription is wound about with
of animal dances.
the Columbine, the Coolrado state
Per Yard

86;

'

,.

The Electric Fan, the Electric Curling Iron,
the Electric Grill and many other handy
appliances will aid in making life really
worth living during the sultry summer

months.

i

(

Las Vegs Light eurid
Power Company

January YOU who require the best and purest
medicine see that you ge.t Foley's HonOctober ey and Tar Compound in preference
Lard, September $ll;
to any other for coughs, colds, asthma,
'
$11.07; January $10.
hoarsness, tickling throat and lung
Ribs, September $10.82; October troubles. It is a strictly high grade
family medicine, and only approved
$10.82; January $9.87.
drugs of first quality are used in Its
manufacture. It gives the best results
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
and contains no opiates. O. G. SchaefKansas City, Aug. 13. Hogs, re- er and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ceipts 11,000. Market 5 to, 10 cents
lower. Bulk $8.108.60; heavy $8
Postmaster Antolne Deloria, Gardner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of
8.50; packers and butchers '$820
those troubled with kidney and blad8.65; lights $8.'l08.7'0; pigs , $6
der regularities, and says "From my
6.75.
own experience I can recommend FoCattle, receipts 10,000. Market 10 ley Kidney Pills. My father also was
cents lower. Prime fed steers $8.40
cured of kidney disease, and many
8.80; dressed beef steers $7. 508.40; neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney
western steers $6.508'.i5;' southern Pills." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
steers $4.806.75; cows$3.756.50; Drug Store. Adv.
heifers $8.508.85;
stockers and
feeders $5.257.70; bulls' $4.256.75; Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
Back
'
calves $5.509.05.
J. L. Hackl, 915 Eighth St., Lincoln,
Sheep, receipts 7,000.' Market 10 111., was recently cured of a bad case
cents lower. Lambs $5.756.90; of kidney trouble that started with a
yearlings $4.705.50; wethers $4.25 lame back, and says: "I am certainly
4.90; ewes $3.504.25; stockers and thankful in getting a cure of my kidney trouble by using Foley Kidney
feeders $2.504.50.
O. G.
Pills. Try them yourself.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Subscribe for The Optlo.
Adv.
Pork, September $20.35;

$18.75.

4t.

Some of Our

000 D

STRAIGHT

TALK

Every Day
Bargains

Codet

ABOUT

Boy's Blouse

BACHARACH'S

o
Albuquerque's new fire truck spent
ten minutes hunting for a blaze yes

terday when a telephone alarm came
in We seem to have a memory of
Albuquerque spending $9,0UO on an
auto truck to save the seconds and
lower her insurance rates
o

-

flower.

12

every home where there is a
baby there 6hould also be a bottle of
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It may be
needed at any time to correct sour
stomach, wind colic, diarrhoea or
summer complaint. It' is a wholesome remedy, contains no' opium, morphine . or injurious drug of any kind.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold by
In

Felix Diaz says he may go to Japan
Co. Adv.
despite the announced attitude of the Central Drug
Japanese government toward him. In
MORE POKER ARRESTS :
view of the attitude taken by some
Albuquerque, Aug. 13. Charles
of his countrymen now in the United
Hilario Aranda, Salamon Baca
States we would suggest that he seek
out a place some miles further than and a Japanese who answers to the
name of Charlie were arrested this
Japan.
morning by Deputy Sheriff Lewis on
o
The Santa Fe New Mexican ap- the charge of violating the state
law. The complaint in the
pears to be looking for a lady to be
come the bride of some one not nam case was sworn to before Judge Craig
aled. Certain rigid qualifications are by Jesse N. Townsend and the
a
place
made a
and it is doubt leged offense occurred at
less due to the factthat one of these called the Glorieta saloon, beyond
is an age of 70 years that the lady the city limits on Mountain road.
has not been found'. No lady will
own up to 70 years any more than
Costly Treatment
"I was troubled with constipation
any gentleman will own up to more
and indigestion and spent hundreds of 1
than 300 pounds weight.
for medicine and treatment,'
dollars
o
writes C. HHines, of Whitlow, Ark
We note that at the recent Engi "I went to a St. Louis hospital, also I
neers asociation Banquet in Kama to n hosDltal in New Orleans, but no
Fe the menu did not include beans. nurn was effected. On returning home M
Is
Most likely the knights of the transit I began taking Chamberlain's Tamets,
and worked right along. I used tnem i
and level get enough beans and chile
for some time and am now all right."
when out in the field.
Sold by all dealers. Adr;

7c
36 inch
Lonsdale

Muslin
Per Yard

121-- 2
Genuine Amoskeag
Outing

Flannel
Per Yard
121-2- c
515-51-

ram r n a n

iiiiiLiiuiiu

Per Pair

25c

01 to

$4

Ladies' Home

Journal
; Patterns

of Quality"

and 15c
OPPOSITE

A

--

Ml
li

fey
.

.

Per Pair

10o

E. Las Vegas

'

Proof Corsets

aget

store

'

Warner's Rust

Taking these things m consideration)
Don't you think we deserve yourPatron'

f

I

No. 15
Heavy Ribbed

in every detail. We always give you
what you ask lor.

.

lirrmtr

Iron Clad
Boys Hose

prices are always the cheapest, if quality
is considered. No one has ever denied the
above statelneni. Why not trade where
you are assured of the best and most
considerate attention? Variety in select
ion has. been the end m view in all our
buying. Our assortments our complete

'The
Hi

7;

AVLNUC

65c

When you want Something Good Try
Us. You will not be deceived.
Our

Calico
24 inch
Per Yard

g

Each

1- -2

American
Print

"

Waists

It

11

i

CASTANEDA

&

k..:

N.M.

v

HOTEL
S5f
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RURAL CREDITS NOT

PERSONALS
H. B. Rolder of Albuquerque came
In this afternoon for a few days business Visit here.
Manuel Sanchez returned last night
from Rociada, where he has been
on business for a short time.
C. A. Jordan, an official of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe,
was a business visitor here today.
W. H. Forbes, Jr., of Albuquerque,
came in last night and will be a business visitor here for several days.
F. H. Williams of Albuquerque came
in last night from the Duke City for
a short business visit In Las Vegas.
Roy Wright left last night for
Springer, where he will be on a business and pleasure visit for several
days.
Miss Clara Hinemon has returned
Irom El Porvenir and is again at her
duties at the Bacharach Brothers
store.
W.
J.
Bowden, representative of the
Colson Fruit company of Trinidad,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
Mrs. Charles
Behringer of Albuthis
afternoon for a
came
in
querque
few ,days visit with friends in Las
'

--

TO BE TACKED ON
BILL

PENNSYLVANIA

STORAGE

'

(Continued from Page One)
great task and duty. Not only is a
government commission about to report, which is charged with apprising
the congress of the best methods yet
employed in 'this matter, but the de
partment of agriculture has also undertaken a serious and systematic
study of the whole problem of rural
credits. The congress and) the executive working together will certainly
afford the needed machinery of relief
and prosperity to the people of the
countrysides and that very soon."

LAW

Harrisburg, Pa., Aug. 13. The cold
storage act passed by the late Pennsylvania legislature, and' which is believed to be the first law of its kind
enacted by any of the states, will
come into effect tomorrow. The prin
cipal purpose of the law is to limit
the time in which eggs, butter, poultry, etc., may be held in etorage. It
also contains (other important provisions relating to the sanitation and
equipment of cold storage warehouses.
All cold storage plants are required
to take out a state license. Not only
the mercantile col
storage warehouses but all similar plants attach
ed to hotels, restaurants and hospitals, in which food Is stored for more
than 30 days, will be required to
comply with the provisions of the
"v
new law.
,

BALTIMORE

SECURES

FIVE

RIOTING AT SALT LAKE

Salt Lake" City, Utah, Aug. 13. Ex
tensive preparations are being made
by the Salt Lake police to prevent
further clashes with Industrial Work
ers of the World. It is thought that
all of - the six who received bullet
wounds last night will recover,
al
though Fred J. Clifford is a serious
condition and may lose his life.
S. Scharlett, secretary of local No.
69, Industrial Workers of the World,
announced officially at noon today
that the Industrial Workers of the
World would attempt to hold street
meetings tonight in the face of the police order prohibitng them.
"The issue ia not flags but pork
chops," said Scharlett. "You can
hang flags all over our home and
starve to death. They cannot prevent
us enjoying the right of free speech
in behalf of the laborer."
!

WE WILL BE OPEN
Frrtn lo a. tn. to 8 p. m. Friday, August 15tH
For the purpose of cashing checks,
receiving deposits or the transaction
of any other business in our line.

PEOPLES BANK
-

Capital

-

-

G

TODAY'S BASEBALL

-

j3

-

L--A

TRUST CO.
-

'rtJ

113,000.00

D VJ;0. 0

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

1

National League
FIEND
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
Lexington, Mo., Aug. 13. Several
CONVENTION
1915 hundred men in motor boats, on
St. Louis-Nehorseback and on foot today continYork game postpon
ued beating the country about Lex- ed, rain. Two games tomorrow.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
CATHOLIC
SOCIETIES CHOOSE ington in search of Goldie Winkfield,
MARYLAND CITY FOR NEXT
a young accused of attacking and
Brooklyn, Aug. 13 First game, ten
MEETING PLACE
R. H.E.
innings:
murdering Estelle Potter, a
Washington, Aug. 13. Senate: Re3
9 3
girl whose naked body was found Pittsburgh
sumed consideration of tariff bill,
13. Balti in a ravine on her father's farm
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug.
4 10 0
Brooklyn
more was unanimously chosen as the
taking up agricultural scbedi'.e
Batteries: Robinson, Camnitz and
Vegas.
Senator Saulsoury introduced bill meeting place of the next convention
Gibson;
Curtis, W. Wagner and
Miss Chella Van Petten returned to (increase . tiC3, president s sa'.ary of the American Federation of Cathowhere
this afternoon from Denver,
from $12,006 to $25,000
lic societies at the closing session to- DABNEY COMMITTED
she has. been visiting for the past
as folLobby Investigating committee con- day. Officers were
Boston,
Aug. 13. Chisago-Bostotwo weeks.
tinued its hearing with James E. lows: President, Charles I. Denechaud,
game postponed, rain. Two games
B. A; Davis, superintendent of the
,4 New Orleans; secretary, Anthony Ma- Emery still testifying.
TO INSANE ASYLUM tomorrow.
Pullman company with headquarters
Chairman Smith of special com- tra, St. Louis; treasurer, F. W. Heck-at Albuquerque, was a business visitor mittee which investigated ,, conditions
I
American League
enkamp, Quincy, Hi.
here today.
on Mexican border outlined report to
No games scheduled.
San Francisco was heralded as the CRAZED SURGEON'S MADNESS IS
Charles' Blanchard, one of the Las foreign relations committee.
ideal place for the 1915 convention
DETECTED THROUGH DISSECVegas old timers, arrived yesterday
House: Not in sessiou; uieets Fri- by the Rev. Raphael Fuhr of Los AnN. M.
American Association
TION OF LIVING PATIENT
for a few days visit with his children day.
conven
He
Milwaukee
at
Louisville.
geles.
suggested that the
who reside here.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering,
Democrats resumed caucus on cur- tion be called in that California city
Kansas City at Toledo.
Marietta, O., Aug. 13. With the
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Banks have rency bill.
Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering,
i
Minneapolis at Columbus.
during the Panama exposition and committment to Longview asylum in
returned from Wichita, Kas., where
War department recommended ex- during the "Catholic week" which is
Civil Engineering. Electrical
Dr. William R.
of
Cincinnati
Engineering, and.
today
Mrs. Banks has been visiting for the
penditure of $20,000,000 to complete to be observed.
Mechanical Engineering.
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 13.
,
Dabney, there has come to light one
past few weeks, and are now at home inland water way from Boston to
Paul game postponed; rain.
ADVANTAGES:
of the most remarkable chapters in
at 902 Third street.
Requirements
to
C.
N.
fully
up
Beaufort,
medical history. Not until the crazed Two games tomorrow.
those of standard schools of mines
H. M. Sweezey, fromerly a resident
everywhere;
WILSON FORMULATES
surgeon had undertaken to perform
of Las Vegas and now a traveling
close proximity to a great variety of mines and
Western League
a
when
cool
you
in
draft
If
sit
vivisection on a patient was it realyou
a
for
railway order,
representative
smelters, where the various metallurgical proa stiff neck or
Sioux City at Denver.
ATTACH ON BRITISH ized by the attendants in the operatarrived in Las Vegas this afternoon are heated and get
cesses are illustrated; salubrious climate; water
lame back, you will be looking for
Des Moines at Lincoln.
ing room that madness was directing
for a few days business visit.
that will ease the pain.
something
famed for its purity; good dormitory accommoat
Omaha
the arm and scalpel as it sought to
Topeka.
J. H. Stearns, S. B. Davis, A. T. Fix your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW
St.
at
Wichita.
dations at low cost, etc.
uncover
of
Sullivital organs.
Joseph
FURAMBASSADOR
NOW
ON
LINIMENT and don't be talked
l4
Rogers, Jr., Miss Katherine G.
Dr. Dabney entered practice in MarFor full information, or catalogue, address
LOUGH DENIES STATEMENTS
van and H. W. Clark left this morn- it, because it is the best pain relieving
liniment you can get anywhere. Price
ietta about 15 years ago. He made a
OF FOREIGN OFFICE
ing for Wagon Mound, where they 25c, 50c and $1 00
v
THE REGISTRAR
per bottle. Sold by
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
will attend to legal business today.
Washington, Aug. 13. Henry Lane specialty of eye, ear and throat operCentral Drug Co. Adv.
HEW
MEXIOO
SCHOOL
D. W. Lee, formerly manager of the
Wilson, the furloughed ambassador to ations. For several months previous
NEW MEXIOO
SOCORRO,
toto
his
mental collapse and the startr
Mexico, issued a statement here
Mountain States Telephone company
National League
his
of
revelation
recent
statements
the
last
Las
condition,
in
arrived
ling
night TEMPLARS ON SPECIAL day attacking
Vegas
here,
rarely At Brooklyn New York, 6;
accredited to the British foreign of- a day passed that he did not perform
and will remain here Indefinlntely.
5.
fice declaring that Great Britain had two or three different operations.
Mr. Lee is a patient at St. Anthony's
At Pittsburg Pittsburgh, 6; Cin'
IN LAS VEGAS TODAY recognized the Huerta government as It was the death-w- i the operating cinnati, 2.
hospital.
a provisional government only; that table of an aged and, wealthy farmer,
E. T. Plowman, superintendent of
At Boston Boston,
Chicago,
the western lines division, of the Harits recognition was prompted by a Jacob F. Schaad, that brought Dr.
,
ri
m.
the prostrate man. Almost helpless,
" ''
KNIGHTS desire to contribute to the restoration Dabney's career to & close. Schaad
vey system, accompanied by B. F. HUNDRED FORTY-FOUDIVER BATTLES WITH
with his right arm free, he was
yet
VISIT CITY FOR FEW MINUTES
of order and also because of Wilson's had a tumorous growth on his upper
Manger, general superintendent, arAmerican League
to draw his knife from Ms fcelt
able
Jaw.
He
consulted
Dr.
occasion
rived' in Las Vegas this afternoon
and
on
THIS AFTERNOON
the
Dabney
congratulatory speech
At Philadelphia Chicago, 4; Phila
and defend himself. Fighting at the
from Albuquerque.
of the reception of the Mexico City wa assured that a minor operation
,
IMMENSE
JCTUPOS
2.
delphia,
would remove the disfigurement.
T. Melendez, manager of a saw
One of the mosj; elaborate trains diplomatic corps by Huerta,
great depth of water mn nder the
At New York St. Louis, 7: New
Beside Dabney and the nurse there York
mill at Mora and a general merchant ever to pass through Las Vegas stop
Mr. Wilson characterized the state
.
(2.
ffceavy iressiife. ihe hfkfn eAAn
at that place, came in last night and ped here for 20 minutes this after- ment as "at variance with the tradi were present when Schaad lapsed into
MINUTE
i oh
At Denver Denver, 1; Sioux City, FORTY-FIVtm .
--.i
aha
struggle!
will remain here, for several weeks. noon. It carried the Mary's comman- tions of the British foreign office, and unconsciousness under the Influence
ci ai umea ne
UNDER WATER ENDS
0.
WITH
nearly
He will enter St. Anthony's hospital dery of Philadelphia of the Knights with the character it has maintained of an . aneasthetic, Dr. C. B. Ballard
collapsed, hut finally he killed
MAN THE VICTOR
At Topeka Topeka, 5; Omaha, 4.
the octopus and we hauled him
on account of illness.
and Dr. J. B. Penrose, as Dr. Dab
Up."
Templar order; R, L. Buehler, emi before the world for two centuries."
At Lincoln Lincoln, 1; Des Moines,
Mrs. W. A. Olden and son of Kan- nent commander, was In charge of the
"I douht the genuineness of the ney proceeded with the knife the
.
Tn;
SAnffla
Ann. xtt
10
'
.H.U.S.
0..
wv,
iiguuBg IOr ;4a
sas City, Mo., left this afternoon for entire train and commandery.
statement, as it is pure subterfuge two surgeons detected that there was
At Wichita St. Joseph, 7; Wichita, minutes against a giant octopus 85
oftheir home after having been visitors
the
of
British
foreign
The special carted 144 people and unworthy
something wrong and both began to 6.
feet below the surface of the water
in Las Vegas for the past few weeks. west the best equipped section ever fice," said Mr. Wilson in a lengthy remonstrate.
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Dr. Dabney became
and at the same time talking over the
4
Mrs. Olden has been the guest of Mr. sent out
discussion.
angry and ordered them out of the
by the Pullman company.
to his attendants on the
telephone
4and Mrs. J. W. Harris.
operating room. When the two doc'4. 4. A:
"We are having a very enjoyable
scow on ,the surface, and
STANDING
CLUBS
finally to
Miss Ada Rice of Manhattan, Kas.,
Ai
tors
had
Ketchel
vs.
JFJHE
to
left,
the
according
Mr.
said
Buehler
this
afternoon
JohnDy Lore, 14
story
trip,"
escape practically uninjured, was the
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon "The service that is
of the nurse who remaned trembling
CONGRESS
at
New
CONSIDERS
rounds,
York
us
City.
given
being
remarkable experience of Walter Mc-aNational League
for a few weeks visit here. Miss
beside the unconscious patient, Dr.
Young Brown vs. Jim Coffev
the Santa Fe company Is excellent
10
by
a
deep-seClub
,
diver, at Alden Banks, rounds, at New
won Lost Pet.
Rice is a niece of Mrs. C. D. Boucher
Dabney began to dissect the face and
York Cltr
and we could hot wish for' anything
near
NOVEMBER
RECESS
New
Anacortes.
York
72
32
.693
and will be Mrs. Boucher's guest
throat of the unconscious man. Both
Charley white vs. Frank Whitney,
,
better."
.
James O. Hill, who was in charge of
61
37
Philadelphia
.622
i
sides
'0
the
were
of
ing her stay in this city.
face
laid
rounds, at .fr'enta.
and
open
The special carries full equipment
49
Seattle
..55
.529 MeRays assistants, reached
Tom Talley of Gallup left last nignt
an Incision made in the throat, but Pittsburgh
Tommy McFarland vs. .roe Azevedo,
in all lines. The best dining cars ADVISABILITY OF TAKING A REST
55
51
519 today with, the thrilling account.
10 rounds at Oakland. '
for his home at that place after hav
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The party, seated on the roof of the mission.
$1,250,000 PAID OVER
and bladder trouble are so plain that
no one can mistake them. Backache, launch, was thrown into the bay by
FREE DEMONSTRATION
Denver, Aug. 13.Steps to carry
weak and lame back with soreness ov the swell of a passing tug. Nearby
NOMINATIINS MADE
DIRECT DISTRIBUTION
WANTED
out the court order for the
er the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumat craft came to" the rescue and ail but
Washington, Aug. 15. The presiWashington, Aug. 13. Small banks
ization of the Denver Reservoir and
ism, dull headache, and disturbed seven of the 23 were saved. Later six dent today sent the following nominathroughout the country are protesting
Irrigation company were taken today. sleep, are all indications of a trouble bodies were taken from the
tions to the senate:
bay.
to Secretary McAdoo that unless the
BY THE NEW DOMESTIC GAS GENEP.ATC3
The first 'was the payment of $1,250,-- that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
Minister to ; Panama, William J. government distributes $50,000,000 or
000 in liquidation of encumbrances oulckly and permanently. Try them.
I. 0- - O. F. OF WEST TEXAS
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Price of Kentucky; constructor in the more for crop moving to them directagainst the company's holdings. Ac- Store. Adv.
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RepresesbHvcs Wasted in Every EJste
Post, Tex., Aug. 13. Firty-fivTen counties are
FATAL WRECK ON WABASH
terest for the money Intended' for the
Trust company, which 'was named as dred pounds of dynamite was explodat
13.
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A passenger farmers.
represented
St. Louis,' Aug.
meeting by several
Treasury officials declare
trustee in the court order entered by ed here last night in an effort to hundred
delegates! Deputy Grand train on the Wabash railroad collided that the machinery of the department
Sec the Slackers at
District Judge G. W.' Allen. The break the drouth. The explosion Master W. R.
Francis of Fort Worth today with a freight train at Millard, Is not sufficient to make direct de
project involves 7,000 acres near
brought clouds, but there was no pre was one of the speakers at the open- Mo.
-r,
1
The engineer of the passenger posits to all the small banks that
cipitation".
ing session this morning.
train was killed.
want a share.
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he read:

CALL

QUEER DUCK

IS

v

be arrived in all the other towns on

nt

The plans and specifications of
said1 heating plant may be seen at
the office of E. W. Hart in the City
of Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified check in the amount of
$50.00, made payable to the Board of
Education of the Town of Las Vegas,
New Mexico, to guarantee the faith
ful performance of the bid.
bond will be re
A satisfactory
'bidder
successful
the
from
quired
"Whitley's a queer duck."
with two sureties thereon, residents
"Yes?"
"He says he enjoys February above of the County of San Miguel of the
all the months, because he is paid by State of New Mexico, conditioned for
the month and feels then that he is the faithful performance of the writbeating the game."
ten contract to be entered into be
tween said' successful bidder and the
THEY SUSPECTED
Board of Education of the Town of
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
The Board of Education of the
Town of Las Vegas, New Mexico, reserves the right to reject any and all

r
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r
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Bud's Stick Was on the Floor.

breath (although the rest of us had;
ihe found himself in front of a case
t
Iwith great "takes" of
copy in
tax-lis-

Sfront

of him and old Bently purring
jlhings about a bonus on all strings exceeding a given amount per day.
Bud had been at work about three
,

ilaya when he gave the Palladium the

Jscoop which made him famous in the
and which cost old Bently his
valuable services so far as that particular tax list was concerned,

Each afternoon just before the
jpaper went to press Bud was pulled
joft the tax list and used to help out in
jthe last grand rush before press time.
aturally he caught the last end of
he limited telegraph service enjoyed
iby the Palladium.
On the particular day in question he
aught a dispatch from Omaha al- jraost the last dispatch before "30."
For a moment there was the swift
(click of the types, when a crash that
drew every eye in the room. Bud's
"611011" was on the floor, tts contents
("pied" and Bud waa hanging onto the
lease with trembling hands and a face
Sso white aa to
give grave cause for the
tnost serious apprehensions.
I "What's the matter?"
yelled the
foreman Jumping toward him. "SickV
"No," replied Bud, bracing up with
a great enort ana a siciuy smiie.
'Just dizzy a hit. Reckon I cut out
the booze too suddenly. I'm all right
Enow."
t He

,

picked up his stick and started
lover again and never had the types
Iclicked so fast in the Palladium office
Ibefore. Evidently, we thought, Bud
Jwas trying to make good and recover
Stho lost time.
Some minutes later the foreman
frliouted:
I "You, there, Williams!
Where in
Mazes is that last telegraph story?
You're stickin the raj."
"in a minute," replied Bud steadily
his nimble fingers moved faster
n 'I' an ever.
he dumped his last sticki Presently
' .'a!
on the galley and without a word
nut- on his coat and went out.
A moment later Bently had the g;U
'!cj3tj,o .was KivinK it the baatv read
;

itf.-r.-

i

,

time to time but finally ceased even to do
this.
Still loyal to him she started after him
and followed him from town to town, liv
Ing, heaven knows how. Once in a while
she would prevail on his better nature
and he would try to be decent for a few
days or weeks but these periods never
lasted long and became more ana more
Infrequent.
At last Bhe has found Test and peace
while somewhere on this earth the guilty
wretch who threw away her priceless
love, broke her heart and murdered her
as surely as though he had piungea
knife Into her, wanders in shame and
degradation, despised of men, hating
himself, without hope, without
too craven to end his miserable ex
istence and yet suffering the torments of
the damned every minute he lives, it is
doubtful if even the knowledge of the
death of his victim will have further
effect than to move him to a moment of
maudlin tears.

Old Bently stared at the proof with
unseeing eyes for some minutes after
finishing it. He was aroused by an
outburst from the foreman who feared
not even the old man when it came to
his daily race with the clock. "Where's
that last proof!" he shouted.
It's O. K.; let it go," replied old
Bently slowly.
It was more than two years before
we saw Bud Williams again and when
he came in everybody gasped in surprise. He was sober, clean and welldressed and bore himself with an air
of quiet dignity totally foreign to the
Bud of the old days. He went straight
to old Bently who was bending over
the forms trying to show the foreman
now to get 30 inches of advertising
next to 24 inches of reading matter.
"Ain't got a case today nothing do
ing," he growled as he looked up.
"Don't want a case," replied Bud,
pulling a great wad of banknotes from
his pockets. "I have saved enough to
put a monument over Mary's grave
and andr--I though you might be
willing to go over to Omaha and help
me do it. I don't know much about
such things."
There was dead silence in the shop
The audacity of the thing was para
lyzlng. The old man gazed at Bud in
a startled sort of way for a minute.
"I'll do it," he said. "Meet me at
in the, morning and
the eight-thirtI've got plenty of transportation."
When he returned old Bently tolrf
of the beautiful shaft of pure white
marble they had selected and the sinv
pie and eloquent inscription Bud had
ordered upon it.
A week later. the dispatches told oi
ihe suicide of a printer named Guy
'.Villiams who had shot himself on his
wife's grave over which he had just
erected a beautiful and costly monument.
y
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TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
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Manthy
be you

Land sakes, Hiram! What
that boy fer? '

Hiram Waal, th' fergetful little
rattlepate jest took his medicine an'
fergot ter shake th' bottle like doo
tol' 1m!

OPTIC'S

NUMBER.

WANTED

l

MAIN

saleslady, at

Good

Pot- -

ter' store.

F&f
New Mexico

Sale

FOR SALE OR RENT

res-

A

idence located at 901 Columbia.
quire 72C Seventh street.

DENTISTS
OH. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
Professional Health Culture for Ladles

In-

Different pieces of
niture. Inquire 1112 Douglas avenue,

fur-

N. O.

HER. MAN
GRAND AVE.

R0UGHH0USE ARGUMENT

For Rent
FOR RENT Two room
house. 921 Lincoln.
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At the close
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ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE

(Copyright, by Dally Story Pub. Co.)

Supreme Monarch.
Harassed Author (annoyed by the
barking of a dog) Have you told
your mistress that dog must be made
to st?p barking?
Servant Please, sir, mistress says
it doesn't matter now that baby's
awake. Punch.
A

Lack of Appreciation.
"Everybody likes to see his name
First Surgeon I should never have
In print."
on that fellow for appendioperated
Miss
Tottie Twinx,
"Yes," replied
citis.
"but do you know, some of those
Second Surgeon Why not?
dukes and earls don't seem a bit grate
Kirst aurgeon lie cidn t have a
ful for the way we show girls resevs
rem.
tlietn from nhw.untv."

WW.

GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

;

SILVER

i

(so
County of San Mitruel
Hallett Raynolds Cashier and Jefferson Ray-nolPresident and H. E. Hoke Director and E.
D. Raynolds Director, and E. J. McWenie Director of the Plaza Trust and Savings Bank of
Las Venas, New Mexico, a bank organized
under the laws of the Territory, now State of
New Mexico, upon oath and duly sworn, each
for himself deposetb and says, that the above
and foretfoinir statements of the Resources and
Liabilities, Depositors. Interest paid on deposits
and Dividends paid on Capital Stock, of the
above named bank at the close of business
June 30, 1913, are correct and true.

EMPRESS
can be
tained in this city from

ob--

9

ALL GROCERS

Ravnoldb

Cashier

JKPFBRSOK RAT NOLDS

President

Ehle

E. D.

Hokk
Director

Ravnolps
Director
J. MoWkkib

E.

I
Director
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th.
day of Auiiust A. D. 1913.

F. O.

1

Mycommlssion exprei Die.

21.

Subscribe for The Optic.

Subscribe for The Optic.

& Storage Co.
1200

AGUA PUR

1,390.25

Lincoln Ave

Blood

Notary Public

19ih.

.

'.

A

.....20c per
25c per
30c per
.'..40c per
50c per

100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

100
100

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
o! Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

lasting Qualities

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

n

.

ANT Ads
Are Best

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

LING) FINISH

trouble and they feared her health
was permanently impaired. Mr. Mitchell says, "She was in terrible shape
but I got her to take Foley Kidney
Pills and now she is completely cured." Women are more liable to have
kidney trouble than men and will find
Foley Kidney Pills a safe dependable
and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

13.915.41
2,869 97

H.

The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bagdad, Ky., had a bad case of kidney

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs,, Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

161,808.01

E.J. McWenie.

(STER-

f

RETAIL PRICES

60
93,102.10

$201,976 93
Total Resources
LIABILITIES
$ 15.000.00
Cnpltal Stock Paid In
2,000.00
Surplus
Undivided Profits (Including aocroed
amounts
set
and
other
any
interest
aside for special purposes. less current
expenses, interest and taxes paid,..r- - 5,443.99
Individual Deposits, subject to check
48,082 78
withoutnotiee
SavlnKS Deposits or Deposits In Inter96,868.11
est or Savings Department
34,582.07
CerttUcates of Deposit
$201,976.93
Total Liabilities.'.
President Jefferson Raypolds, Ciishier Hallett
Raynolds. Directors H.E. Hoke, E.D. liaynolds,

Y

8..,.
7....

.

30, 1913.

.13.064

Hallett

FRENCH-GRE-

Veas Ice

Phone Main 227

BI.

'.

Better EMPRESS
Made by GER- -

in

Col't'l other

i

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery i
25c per 100 lbs
2000
to
1000
lbs, each delivery
40c
1000
200 to
lbs, each delivery
per 100 lbs
50c
200
each
50 to
per 100 lbs
lbs,
delivery

-

way when you
learn how Much

MAIN

bv

WEST BOUND
1:41
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m..... :16 a. n
4:20 p. m..... 4:30 y. m
7:00
6:35 p. m

CRYSTAL IGE

Las

Due from Hanks
Checks nnd other Cash Items.,
Actual Cash on hand
Cash Not Clnssided

'

FLOUR realb

June

No.
No.
No.
No.

Montague, assistant deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M

4H6.56
Overdrafts
Bonds, Securities, etc., including Premiums
thereon
8.500
Bank Stocks
Other Honds. Stocks,
5.150 13.650.00
Warrants. Etc
4,786.70
Furniture and Fixtures

something
you 'd do uny

BAD THING

of business

th:in Real Estate
All Other Loans

ing

d

i.

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Sec'd by K'l Estate (incl,
mortst's owned
$ 88,671.31

It 's giving you
a present for doThree-Fingere-

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W
O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the first
and third Mondays oK each month
at S p. m. Visiting Knights and Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-maPresident; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W

CLTJB.

FUZI TRUST UD
OF LAS VEGAS, X.

FLOUR

Buzsaw Ben Did
Jim make that Eastern dude eat his
words?
Alkali Ike No; ther dud turned out
to be a guy who would rather fight
than eat.

COUNOF COLUMBUS,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited'. Richard
Device, G. K.; Frank AngeL f. S.

State Bank Report

EMPRESS
h

ELKS Meets second snd
, EA8T BOUND
epan
Arrive
each
fourth Tuesday evening of
I: IS . r
month Elka home on Ninth stret No. 2.... 1:10 p. m
11:06 .
11:05 p. m
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersar- No. 4
2:16 a
8
m
a.
2:05
Wm.
No.
Invited:
Got.
cordially
2:1
J Mills, Bxalted Ruler: D. W. Con- No. 10.... 1:45 p. m
don, Secretary.
P. O.

KNIGHTS

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

This elegant Rogers'
fs. Silver
nonn

MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:W p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

furnished

AND FISHING

For YOU!

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

Meets every Monday eveninx ai
their hall on Sixth street All visit
Ing brethren cordially ln'ited to a
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.: Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedscock, cemetery truete
1.

e

fish upon this property except mem-oer- s
of tho club, and all persons going there muBt be prepared to show
a membership card In this organization. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING

AMD

SIGN PAINTING

, ROY

NO.

CHAPTER NO, 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
at 7: SO p. m, in Ifaaonle Temple,
Lore at Woodmen of the World
Mrs. J. O Rutiedie, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourts
tron; Mrs. Asnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. ia
Telephone KaU II.
C. H. Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmie.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Da
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty. Visiting memDera are espe102 Me-severy Monday night at
cially wolcome and cordially lnvlv
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglaa avenue,at
ed.
? o'clock.
Visiting members are
cordially welooma 3. C. Werti,
LOCAL TIME CARD
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
B.

FOR SALE

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp FOR RENT Furnished Cottage. 417
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Eighth Street.
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Mil. Phone Purple 5301.
BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918
Lincoln Ave. for Faft?f and Neck Mas- sage.
Only latest methods are em
WILL TRADE Cottage and two lotB
ployed. Hours from 10 a. m. to 5 p.
for live stock, cutler Bros.
m. No work done pn Saturdays ex
Price
50c
cept by appointment.
NOTICE.
Appointments made for work at ladles'
La
The
Jara
Hunting and Fishing
homes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
Price $1.00
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group ot Kroenlgs lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
CARRIAGE
person will be allowed jo hunt or
AUTOMOBILE,

429

...

. O. O.

CHAPTER

HANSFORD

Miscellaneous

1

Thornhill
brothers cordially InSecretary.
vited. Win. P. MillB.
W. M., H, 8 .vaa Petten, Secretary. J. E.
ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. Ml
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the month In the vestrj
Reg-lla- r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms of Temple Monteflore at
conclare sen d Tue-- '
o'clock p. m
Visiting brothers an
day in each month at MaIsaac Appel
cordially invited.
sonic Temple at
p. m. O. U.
President; Charles Greenelay, Be
KlnkeL B. C; Chas. Tamme,
retary.
LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas,

AND CAFE

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. o. O. MOOSE Meets
secend aai
A. M. Regular comfourth
Thursday evening wmmt
munication first and
month at W o W. Hall. Tisstl
third Thursday In
brothers cordially invited. Howard
aach month. Tlaltlng
T. Davis, Dictator; J.

II

Wanted
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTOR Y

Its President.

ATTOKNKVS

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE! BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLED

bids.

4r

n

j

Mexico.

added this:
stops. He invariably came (aa
In connection with the above case the
ila somewhat extensive route) in a Palladium has ascertained that there lies
fertate of mental, moral and physical back of It a bitter tragedy. The woman
Bell and lived near Hamad financial collapse. He generally once was Mary her
parents on a comfortO., with
ot a case at once as he was a light ilton,
One
able farm.
day there came Into
a young printer named Guy Wilning compositor and in a week or two her life He
was master of his trade and
jwould knock out strings that would liams.
able to make the best of wages paid in
(make the regular fellows green with his line. He wooed the sunny-haire- d
But when he got his money
itenvy.
maiden and won her. The young eouple
under the most favorable
generally at the end of the first week, started outThey
were devotedly attached
purely at the end of the second well, auspices.
and the young man was
one
another
to
res-tethat was the end of him for the p
able to earn enough so they lived In
his savings
He flagged John Barleycorn at comfort even luxury. From for
and the
a home waa built and paid
allein
his
wavered
never
and
jonce
future stretched out before them with no
was
gone apparent shadow across the golden
giance until all his money
t which time the chances were ne promises.
But there was a shadow and it fell
was in condition to be hauled before
all too soon. Slumbering. In the veins of
20-- 1
a
receive
and
the curse of the
jthe police magistrate
the young m m
sentence on the stone pile or, If alcoholic app' nre mid something more
flay lockup was crowded, be given two a sort of natural
dcjuiniiy not to be acfor on any v isonablo hypothe
Jiours to get out ot town. Then we. counted
sis. This hydra-- h aded demon awoke
Iwould see him no more for months.
and claimed Williams for his own. With
I
was
occasion
he
sure rapidity the young printer slid down
On this particular
the wretched path to dishonor, misery
More ragged, disreputable and ghastlyi and
The earnings became less
than usual certainly not an object to. and bestiality.
were used in bis debauches. The
But
honors.
home went presently and they lived first
be welcomed with high
flats then In tenements.
ipli Bently had Just had the tax lista InWith
the fatuous loyalty of womankind
print-Ertwo
had
and
him
upoa
damped
Mary clung to the sweetheart of her
in
a
was
and
great
home
at
sick
youth. Now and then she would lead
ibtew. For be it known to the unin- him to abandon his ways and then would
some weeks of happiness ana hope
itiated the tax list In a country news- - ensue
Bosh I hear you are going to Et
but ultimately he would return to his
office is a most important thing Idols of clay and the brave woman would rope?
(rnper
as regards the great emolu- begin again her eliorta to reclaim mm.
Josh First I heard about it
small patri
ments therefrom, but also because it Her parents died and her or
Bosh Oh! but it is a common
rest.
tne
soon went the way
mony
ia a big job of typesetting and abso- - Finally he was unable to hold a Job In
where they always had lived
Josh You must have been talking
lutely must be correct, and, .further- the town
to go away to find to
Jtnore, must appear promptly at the sjk, arid was compelled
my creditors.
work. This was easy enough became of.
pointed time.
his unusual skill but he was unable to
j)
So it happened that old Bently greet-ta- hold a Job but a short time and soon beAFTER TAKING
brother and.Jbe-- i came a tramp printer, wandering from
Bud as a long-los- t
work
enough
up
to
town
town,
picking
tore the latter had fairly caught; hia to
keep himself alive and In liquor. At
first he sent a little money to her from
JregTilar

FOR BIOS

Sealed proposals will be received
at the office of the County Clerk of
San Miguel county, New Mexico, until
10 o'clock a. m. August 25th, 1913,
for the construction and installation
of a steam heating plann in the pub
lic school building known as Reeves
Heights, located in the northern portion of the town of Las Vegas, New

This is what

Omaha, Feb. 19. (Special.) Tne body
of a woman was found by the police this
morning In a nearly empty room In the
She evidently had
tThe Tramp Printer's Common- - Blankot tenement.
dlerl
hunirer and cold. There waa no
no signs of food.
room
and
the
fire
In
place "Take" and Story He
The woman had been there only a few
days and none of the neighbor! knew
Added Thereto.
who she was or where she came from.
There was nothing on ber person to indicate her name or Identity with the exBy DANIEL SERGIL.
of a worn gold ring probably a
I When Bud Williams blew into the ception
wedding ring Inscribed on the Inside,
cold
winter
"Mary-GuyShe was a woman about
one
."
day
Palladium office
once
e was received with an effusiveness 35 and bore evidences of having hardbeen a beautiful woman, although
off
feet.
his
him
took
jwhich nearly
ship and sorrow had left deep marks
Not that Bud did not understand the upon her. Her hair once was a sunny
unuaual.
brown, but was heavily streaked with
Bltuation. Only it was rather
gray. Her eyes were a violet blue. The.
iHe knew that old Bently did not
body waa taken to the county morgue.
orer his appearance because of The
police are attempting to ascertain
waa
editor
the
her
that
but
Identity.
fcrotherly lore
)
feery shy of printers,
Underneath this commonplace disBud waa no stranger in the Pallai
Williams had placed a dash and
dium office. Indeed, it waa one or hia patch

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1913.

Market Finders
Classified add. search out the people to whom among aithose who MIGHT BY the particular, thing Is worth most

-

'

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST vo somenst
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and woald sever
hear
,

your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana rer ads. In this newspaper wait i
are anxious to pay cash for) hooks, automobiles,, used maehlBr
and furniture, article of icaefulness of any sort, and musleal la
strumenta.
i
v

ar read by all possltle bvveis, of all
aorta of thlass, they have com to be finders of th

As the classified ads.

bt
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the
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Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
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SUBSCRIPTION

01

1

in

Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS
vance and 50c and the GOCYCLE is yours.

)

CD
CD

paid in ad
.

CD
CD

Please enter my subscription to the Las,
'
Vegas Optic for ZXf for which f agree
to pay in advance $

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for j'52 for which I agree
to

pay in advance 5

Address

Address
be
given absolutely free to
le

()

Name

Name.

Go-Cyc-

C D

be
given absolutely free to
Go-Cyc-

to

Name ol boy or girl

le

to

(

)

Fill out these blanks and bring them with the money to

i
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CD
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Name of boy or girl
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White pleated shirts for 88c, worth
and $1,50, at Taichert's. Adv.

$1.25

LOCAL NLWS
9

KttAwrJSTLtt

Regular dance at F.

16

B. hull tonight.

Adv.

lbs. Sugar for S1.00

Try our steam baked bread.
Vegas Bakery.Adv.

Fine Green Gsxge Plums
6 lbs. for 25c - Per Box 75c

Las

Light automobile lamps at 6:68
o'clock this evening.
Try a dram oi oia Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Other Fruits
for Preserving

Be sure to patronize

cookery sale at Graaf
next Saturday.

&

the home
Hayward'a
Adv.

The Ladies' Aid society of the Bap

tist church will meet Thursday
noon at the home of Mrs. J. H

afterKelly.

Try a pair of Cat Paw Rubber Heels.
Free experiment by purchasing a pair
of shoes at Hedgcock's. Adv.

earns' Stare

sheets McKinley edition popu
5c from now
on. Romero Book Store, Plaza. Adv,
2,000

lar standard music at

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Christian church meets with Mrs. Ge
rard at her home on the Boulevard to
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

THE OLD RELIABLE

AI

WAGON,

e
IUPJH 111.1

iWiWHWy--

Hj.'iWWMwifflS'WI

1
8

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

13, 1913.

f

FOR. SALE

few nice spring chickens for
fryers. H. M. Northup, 913 Lincoln
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged avenue.
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the I'bby, of course.
"HARVEY'S"
Adv.
Famous mountain ranch: 31st sea
son. Old management; old rates. Car
.Mrs. John Ensign today received
riage out every Saturday. Leave or
word of the death In Chelsea, Okla., 1ers at
Murphev's or Plaza hotel.
of her mother. Mrs. Ensign has a
daughter, Mrs. J. K. Williamson, very
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
ill in Denver at present,
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending August 9, 1913:
The dance that is to be given toC. M. Aniier, (2);Jly Co. Broaddu's
night at the Commercm club roomB Mrs. Mathe Coutta; Mrs. L. C. .Elles
by the members of that body will be Mrs. Ethel
Erlckson; Fidel Garcia; E,
a very enjoyable affair from present
Forest Long; Dr. A. E. Potter
Kohl;
indications. The committee in charge
E. Padilla; William Roan
of it has prepared to make everything Lupertlta
Daniel Roybal; Charley Smith: Fred
go off smoothly and guarantees every B. Shoaff;
Miss Ofelia Trujillo; Mrs,
body a good time.
Vidalita Valdez.
When calling for the above please
Hugh H. Calloway denies that the
ask for "Advertised Letters."
in
Las Vegas Sunday afternoon
fight
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster
began in the place operated by him
self and Mr. McGuire, as was reported
Monday. He asserts that there was a VICTORY EXPECTED
mistake somewhere in this statement,
as .the place was closed as required
TO PERCH IN VEGAS
by the Sunday law.
A

to arrive in Las Vegas
of the m w Fall Lugs
received at our. store.
The Biggest Growing Business
in Las Vegas is Our Rug Department. It almost doubled

last season.

4

9x12 Rugs in Price from $5.00
to $60.00
Come In and See the New Patterns

J.

C. JOHNSFN & SON

OUT AN AUTO DELIVERY WAGON
Insures
Prompt Deliveries al Minimum Expense

Last night at about 8 o'clock the
ice box in the rear of the Ben Lewis
residence on Douglas avenue was rob
bed and a large quantity of foodstuffs taken. Tt'lffnot known who got
away with the articles. This will
probably serve as a warning for all
other people who are in the habit of
leaving food in an ice box located out
side of their residences. It is thought
that some mischievous youth robbed
the Lewis box last night.

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power

DUPLICATING
ELKS ANTICIPATE
SUCCESS OF LAST SUNDAY IN
BASEBALL CONTEST

It was announced here this morn
ing by those In charge of the coming
Elks' baseball game and dance that
over 25 residents of Santa Fe would
make the trip to Las Vegas from the
Capitol City on Saturdry and would
All summer stock divided in two
attend the big dance and ball game
lots, $2.49 and $4.49 this week only
that are to be in order here on Satfor cash. No goods charge at this
jurday night and Sunday afternooilsale. Strass' Bonnet ShoD. Adv.
The Lubin company this morning The local TSlks are making gorgeous
were engaged in taking a scene of preparations for their guests and will
A petition filed in the district court
The Rattlesnake" on the West side. endeavor to show them a time of their
for the appointment of a committee to
The residence formerly occupied by lives.
handle the estate of Mary Lisener who Mrs. I. Cutler was
Tickets for the ball game were isused as the home
was committed to the state asylum
this morning and placed on sale
sued
of a Spanish couple that are included
several days ago. Louia C. Ilfeld was in the
a
at
number
of business houses. All
The
picture.
company this af
named administrator.
ternoon continued the taking of the members of the lodge will sell tickets
picture and will finish the scenario and it is expected that the total salei
The purchase of a pair of shoes for
will be large.
perhaps by he latter part of next
$2.50 or more entitles you to a pair
Great interest is being manifested
condiweek, providing the weather
of rubber heels placed on your shoes
the members of the lodge in the
by
'
tions remain satisfactory.
free of charge. Hedgcock's. Adv.
dance that will be given Saturday
night. It is expected that every mem
A called communication of Chap
ber of the lodge will be present on
man lodge No. 2, A. F. and A. M. will STRANGE CHARGE LAID this night and a generally good time
oe neld tomorrow evening. Work in
will be in order. The members of
the first and third degrees. All mem
AGAINST M'SCIIOOLEif the ball team are practicing this week
bers and visitors requested to be pres
and hope to be In good shape for the
ent Refreshments wil be served.
game Sunday. In their minds there is
WELL KNOWN CITIZEN ACCUSED little doubt as to the final outcome
OF SHOOTING
IN
HORSES
of the game. Harmon and Ettlnger,
Affords such relief those Cat Paw
HIS PASTURE
the indestructible battery, will be on
Rubber Heels and will cost nothing
the mound for the Elks Sunday. With
this week. Buy a pair of $2.50 shoes
A peculiar charge was entered this strong
and get them free. Hedgcock's.
Adv.
battery and an equally
against M. M. McSchooler yesterday strong infield and outfield, Including
The board of directors of the Com- by Baslo Aragoni The charge was the managers and boosters for the
s
mercial club did not hold its regular that McSchooler had shot two of
team, victory should perch in Lag
'
horses.
banner Sunday.
monthly meeting last night on ac
While Mr. McSchooler could not be
count of the lack of a quorum. An
adjourned meeting will be called' found after his hearing this morning S. P. STCOK OVER SUBSCRIBED
New York, Aug. 13. The
some time this month for that pur to state his side of the case, it Is unmanagers
derstood that the horses had been of the syndicate organized to dispose
pose.
turned into his pasture several times of the. $88,000,000 of Southern Pacific
A suit was filed this morning at before, and that, wearying at last of stock owned by the Union Pacific
announced today that the entire
the court house iby H. W. Kelly against the annoyace, he had shot and killed
amount had been more than twice
a large number of defendants to quiet them Friday.
McSchooler was arrested last night subscribed for, with considerable Euthe title to the Los Trigos grant lo
cated in townships Nos. 14 and 15 of at San Pablo, near where he has his ropean participation.
San Miguel county. This tract Is com home, and brought in to La3 Vegas.
CA.GARY WANTS TYPOS
He arrived there about 4:30 this
posed of some 7,000 acres.
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 13. Calgary
morning and was given a hearing be
Tomorrow night at the Elks' club the fore Justice of the Peace Alejandro and Providence appeared to be the
Strass and Henriquez teams will bowl Gomez early this morning. He was most prominent candidates for host
for the championship of the league bound over to the grand jury In the to the next convention of the International Typograhpical union when
that was formed at the club several sum of $500.
the convention in session here today
months ago. This will end the tour
heard nominations. A vote on the
nament. Great Interest is being tak
nominations will take place
en In the game by all the Elks.
The Methodist Ladies Aid will
hold a home cookery sale next Satur
day, August 16, at Graaf & Hayward's
store.
Adv.

THE FIRST
SHIPMENT
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Investigate us merits ana obtain full particule rs from

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Mgestts

!

$1,050

FULLY EOJIPPFO AT YOUR DOOR

Ara-gon'-

ye-gas-

Jefferson Raynolda, President.,
E. D. Raynolda, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

OVERLAND MODH, 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our
itrator show you

demon-- f

rail-roa-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

AT THE ROME OF THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY

CALIFORNIA,

COLORADO

NEVVMEXICOIFRUITS

AND
AND VEGET-

ABLES. Peaches, Plums, Pears, Apples, Apricots, Ca.nteloups, Watermelons. Celery, Radishes, Lettuce.
Onions, Green (Si Wax';Oeans, Cauliflower, Summer Squash, Tomatoes.
Cucumbers and New Cabbage.

?5he

GRAAF & IIAYWARD CO. STORE

A foreclosure of mortgage
was
brought to court this morning by J
m. Maris against E. A. Klefer and
Neme A. Kiefer in a suit to recover
payment of $1,000 and interest with
costs on aocount of a promissory note
given by the defendants to Maris.
A BUit that was filed in the district
court yesterday afternoon by Miss
Lethal L. Shumate against A. A. Jones
for the recovery of the sum of $517,
which money was advanced, it is said,
to Jones for the building of a structure
in Las Vegas and which was used by
the defendant for personal uses has
been dropped for the present at the
request of parties concerned.
It is
thought that an agreement has been
reached.
Teodocio Gallegos was released to
day on a bond of $500. Gallegos yes

terday afternoon filed through his at
torneys a petition for a writ of habeas
corpus. On the ninth day of August
in precinct No. 35 of this county Gal
ibsob was arrested cnarged with se
duction. Later he was bound over to
the grand jury by a justice of the
peace. Gallegos alleges that the justice who bound him over to the grand
jury refused to allow htm bail and It
was for this reason that he held his
confinement In the county jail to be
illegal.- -

EVERYBODY

READS TR&

IAS VEGAS OPTIC

:

Try our steam baked bread.
Vegas Bakery.Adv.

Las

fSANITARYf
BAKERY GOODS

THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE

CANADIAN

Vegetables
Fruits

In

and
Season

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES

EVERY DAY

SB

PHONE MAIN 4 and

21

SOCIALIST

LEADER

DIES

Zurich, Switzerland, Aug. 13. Aug- ustln Ferdinand Beel, the German so
cialist leader, died here today, aged
78. The cause of death was paralysis
'
of the heart.
MINERS RESIST POLICE
Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 13. Twenty-fiv- e
special police, sent by steamer to
Nanalmo, reached there at noon and
were met at the wharf by a mob of
striking coal miners and driven back
on board the boat.

D

Phone Main 344,

SUMMER
ALL

&

Macbine

Whalen,

EXCURSIONS

&

Co

Fowler Prop8

TO

65

POINTS. IN COLORADO

CHAMPIONSHIP

Montreal, Aug. 13. Many leading
amateur and professional golf experts
of the Dominion limbered up on the
links of the Royal Montreal club at
uixie today in anticipation of the
championship tournament of the Royal
Canadian Golf association. The tournament will open on the P'xie links
tomorrow morning and continue over
Friday. The championship is to be
decided by 72 holes of medal play, the
list prize of $100 and a gold medal
fjing to the player who tu;as m the
lowest gross score.

We

a.re headquarters for fresh

GOLF

Las Vegas Automobile

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . $11.90
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, . . $16.60
Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final

limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket; office;
D. L. BATCHELO PL, Agent

EL PORVENIR
The Ideal Mountain Resort
Phones Main 20 and Olive

5174

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

